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[57] ABSTRACT 

A floppy disk drive including a pivotally mounted disk 
pack storing a plurality of floppy diskettes, a driver 
mechanism for rotating any one of the diskettes into a 
retrievable position, a picker mechanism for moving the 
one diskette between the retrievable position and an 
operative position at which the diskette is rotatable on a 
spindle, and a position control circuit for controlling the 
position of a recording head across the one diskette 
being in the operative position and for compensating for 
expansion, contraction, and eccentric rotation of the 
one diskette. The floppy diskettes are stored bent in the 
disk pack, but in the operative position the one diskette 
that had been retrieved from the retrievable position is 
stored only partially in the disk pack and parallel to the 
plane of rotation .. A microprocessor controls the entire 
disk drive. 

25 Claims, 19 Drawing Figures 
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DISK DRIVE 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

This invention relates to information storage systems 5 

and, more particularly, to disk storage apparatus and 
drive control apparatus for disk drives. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Information storage systems are employed to store 10 

data which are processed by data processors such as 
micro-computers, mini-computers and main frames. A 
disk drive is one type of information storage system 
whose use is rapidly expanding, in part because it pro
vides high-capacity, on-line, random access storage for IS 
small to medium scale computer systems. The data 
storage medium of the disk drive can be a hard, i.e., 
inflexible, disk or a soft, i.e., flexible, disk or diskette, 
known as a floppy disk. The disk drive has a read/write 
recording head that is movable radially across concen- 20 
tric data tracks on the diskette while the diskette is 
rotated on a spindle. Disk drives are identified by their 
sizes and given generic names such as mini-drives and 
maxi-drives. 

2 
centerlines of the concentric data tracks, causing prob
lems in accurately positioning or servoing the recording 
head over a data track. One prior disk drive uses an 
outer and an inner servo track being outside and inside 
the data tracks, respectively. The expansion and con
traction of the data storage medium are compensated by 
measuring the variable. distance between the inner and 
outer servo tracks, and then assigning proportional 
locations for all the data tracks which lie between the 
servo tracks. As the recording head is moved to a par
ticular data track, a scale is sensed to detect the distance 
moved by the head. When the distance moved by the 
head indicates that the assigned position has been 
reached, the head is assumed to be centered over the 
particular data track and movement of the head is 
stopped. 

One disadvantage with the above compensation 
scheme is that two servo tracks must be written on the 
storage medium by the diskette manufacturer. The use 
of two servo tracks also reduces the available data stor
age capacity of the .diskette. Another disadvantage is 
that the recording head must be moved across the dis
kette between the inner and outer servo tracks to detect 
their relative positions and calculate the distance be
tween them, thereby requiring a relatively long time for 
collecting the data to make the compensation. Still an
other disadvantage is the use of a complicated algo
rithm for computing the data assigning positions to the 
data tracks. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

As can be appreciated, a wide variety of technical 25 
problems must be satisfactorily solved before a disk 
drive can be adequately utilized. One problem is to 
provide a disk drive of a given size with a higher, on
line, data storage capacity. One type of disk drive solves 
this problem by providing a disk pack which stores a 30 
plurality of diskettes. A drive mechanism linearly 
moves the disk pack up and down to bring any one of 
the diskettes into a retrievable position. The one dis- It is an object of the present invention to provide a 
kette then is retrieved or picked from the disk pack and novel information storage system. 
moved inwardly to an operative or rotational position 3S It is another object of the present invention to pro-
on the spindle. After use, the diskette is returned to the vide a disk drive of given size and space requirement 
disk pack and the procedure can then be repeated to with high storage capacity. 
retrieve another diskette. Yet another object of the present invention is to pro-

While the storage of a plurality of diskette8 in the disk vide a picker mechanism having mechanically actuated 
pack increases the data storage capacity of the disk 40 jaws. 
drive, the linear up and down moti~n of ~e pack adds Still another object of the present invention is to 
to the space. requrremen~s of the. disk dove .. Fu!"ihe~- provide an improved technique for compensating for 
~ore, a relatively c~mphcated dove mechanism ts u~- expansion or contraction of a data storage medium. 
hzed to m<?ve the disk pack ~p and d~wn. Also, ~his The above and a number of other objects of the pres-
~pace reqmrement and c?mph~ated dove mechanism 45 ent invention are obtained through the use of an infor-
mcrease the cost of the disk dove. . . mation storage system, such as a disk drive, that has a 
Anot~er proble~ r~lates to. the design of a picker pivotal means for storing a plurality of data storage 

~ec~arusm for_retnevmg the _disk~tte from, and.return- devices, such as diskettes, means, including a mechani-
mg. 1t to! the ~tsk pac~. A pno~ picker mechanism has call actuated picker mechanism for picking and mov-
spnng-biased Jaws which are dnven onto an edge of the SO • Y .' . 
d. k tt t l" htl d 1 th d" k tt Th mg one of the data storage devices from a retoevable is e e o open s ig y an c amp e is e e. en, . . f h . ta1 . · 
the jaws hold the diskette by friction while the diskette pos~t~on ° t ~ pivo stoong means to ~ o~rat1ve 
is moved to the operative position. Thereafter, the jaws positmn ~t. which the ~ne ~ata sto~a~e ~evtce is u~d, 
slide off the diskette to unclamp or release the diskette and a posi~ion control circmt for pos1tio~ng a recordmg , 
in the operative position. One disadvantage is that the SS h~ad rela~i~e to the one ~~ta storage de":ice ~t the oper-
jaws are clamped on the jacket of the diskette, which atlve posit10n. The posit10n _control crrcmt_ compen-
can cause wear of the jacket and damage to the data sates, for exampl~, for expan_sion or contra~t1on of the 
storage medium in the jacket. Also, relatively high data storage medium ~y havm~ a scale which expands 
electrical power and a large motor are required to drive a?d contracts. pr~portion~ly with the.data storage me-
the jaws onto the diskette edge. Furthermore, the 60 dmm to provide mformation for locatmg the exp~nded 
power needed to drive the jaws onto the edge must be or contracted data tracks on the data storage device. 
balanced against the power used in moving the jaws BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ORA WINGS 
towards the operative position to prevent the jaws from 
slipping off the edge. 

Yet another problem is the expansion or contraction 65 
exhibited by the data storage medium in response to 
temperature and humidity conditions. This expansion or 
contraction increases or decreases the distance between 

FIG. 1 is a simplified, partially broken view, in per
spective, of a disk drive. 

FIG. 2 is a top view of the disk drive of FIG. 1. 
FIG. 3 is an exploded view, in perspective, of a piv

otal storage box and a drive for pivoting the box. 
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FIG. 4 is a section taken along lines 4-4 of a disk 
pack of the pivotal storage box of FIG. 3. 

FIG. 4A is a section taken along lines 4A-4A of 
FIG. 4. 

FIG. 4B is a top view, partially broken away, of the 
disk pack shown in FIG. 3. 

FIG. 5, FIG. 6 and FIG. 7 are illustrations used to 
explain the operation of the pivotal storage box. 

FIG. 8 illustrates, in perspective, a picker mechanism 
for the disk drive of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 9, FIG. 10 and FIG. 11 are illustrations of the 
picker mechanism, partially broken away, used to ex
plain its operation. 

FIG. 12 is a top view of a data storage medium of a 
diskette used with the disk drive of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 13 shows a signal waveform used to explain a 
recording head position control circuit utilized by the 
disk drive. 

FIG. 14 is a block diagram of the position control 

4 
Tray 32 also has a flag 41a that is movable into a fixed 
optical sensor 41b to signal that box 16 is in a home 
position, as will be further described. 

Box 16 also includes a disk pack 42 which is insertable 
5 into the tray 32 through the rear end 36 and rotates with 

tray 32 about pivots 34. Disk pack 42 also has an open 
rear end 44 which can be closed by door 38 and an open 
front end 46 facing spindle 22. Disk pack 42 has a guide 
48 and tray 32 has a pin 50 which locates or centers the 

10 disk pack 42 via guide 48 upon insertion of the pack 42 
into the tray 32. Disk pack 42 also has a spring-biased 
detent 52 that is biased into a pack groove 54, as well as 
a cut-out 56, for purposes to be described. 

Disk pack 42 removably stores or houses a plurality 
15 of the diskettes 18. As illustrated in FIG. 4, FIG. 4A 

and FIG. 4B, a side 58 of disk pack 42 has a plurality of 
guides or rails shown generally at 60 for supporting the 
plurality of diskettes 18, respectively. As one example, 

circuit. 20 
there are five guides 60-1, 60-2, 60-3, 60-4, 60-5, in 
which four are angled, e.g. V-shaped, and one, i.e., 
guide 60-3, is straight. The diskettes 18, which are 
floppy diskettes and, therefore, flexible, are bent or 
follow the angle of guides 60 when supported on these 

FIG. 15 is a perspective view of a disk clamp mecha
nism in combination with the picker mechanism. 

FIG. 16 and FIG. 17 are views used to explain the 
operation of clamping and reclamping a diskette on the 
spindle in the operative position. 25 

four guides. The diskette 18 supported on guide 60-3 is 
straight since this guide is straight. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 illustrate an information storage 
system 10. The system 10 is, for example, a disk drive 12 
and, in particular, a floppy disk drive. While the present 
invention will be described in connection with the 
floppy disk drive 12, it will become apparent that a 
number of the components to be described can be uti
lized for other information storage systems in general 
and other types of disk drives in particular. 

Disk drive 12 has an envelope or base 14 which 
mounts pivotally a box 16 that stores or houses a plural-

Each of the guides 60-1, 60-2, 60-4 and 60-5 has a 
forward, substantially straight guide portion 62-1, 62-2, 
62-4 and 62-5 joining a rearward, substantially straight 

30 
guide portion 64-1, 64-2, 64-4 and 64-5 via an apex 66-1, 
66-2, 66-4 and 66-5. The guide portions 62-1, 62-2, 62-4 
and 62-5 are angled such that their centerlines 68-1, 
68-2, 68-4, 68-5 extend through a pivot point 69 on side 
58 coincident with the pivots 34. Guide 60-3, which is 

35 not angled, also has a centerline 68-3 extending through 
point 69. Furthermore, the apices 66-1, 66-2, 66-4 and 
66-5 are approximately one-third in from the front end 
46. 

ity of data storage devices 18 such as floppy disks or 
diskettes. A picker mechanism 20 is supported on base 40 
14 to pick or clamp, and move, any one of the floppy 
diskettes 18 stored in box 16 between a retrievable posi
tion into which the one diskette 18 is pivotable and an 
operative position at which the one diskette 18 is rotat-

This angling of the guide portions 62-1, 62-2, 62-4 and 
62-5 and location of the apices 66-1, 66-2, 66-4 and 66-5 
provide a number of advantages. The diskettes 18, when 
supported on the plurality of guides 60, are "fanned" at 
the rear end 44 and front end 46. This provides suffi
cient space between the diskettes 18 to remove a partic-
ular diskette by hand from the rear end 44 of disk pack 
42 and, more importantly, to retrieve a particular dis-

able on a spindle 22. 45 
A position control device 24, connected to the base 

14, includes a carriage 26 which carries and moves a 
recording head 28 radially inwardly and outwardly 
across the diskette 18 being rotated on the spindle 22. 
Position control device 24, as will be further described, 
accurately positions the head 28 with respect to concen
tric data tracks on a data storage medium (described 
below) of the diskette 18 after compensating for expan
sion or contraction of the data storage medium due to, 
for example, temperature and humidity conditions, or 
after compensating for eccentric rotation of the data 
storage medium due to slight misalignment on the spin
dle 22. 

Base 14 also has a straight edge guide 30 which sup
ports and guides a diskette 18 during its movement 
between the retrievable position and the operative posi
tion. 

As shown in FIG. 3, the pivotable box 16 includes a 
support tray 32 which is pivotally mounted on base 14 

kette from the front end 46 of disk pack 42 by picker 
mechanism 20. Also, there is sufficient spacing between 
the plurality of guides 60 in the area of the apices 66-1, 

50 etc., to provide, for example, as many as five such 
guides 60 within the given height of disk pack 42. More
over, for reasons which will become apparent, the dis
tance between a given apex 66-1, etc., and the axis of 
rotation of spindle 22 is equal to the radius of the dis-

55 kettes 18. The diskettes 18 can be, for example, mini
floppy diskettes having a diameter of 5f'. Still further
more, and also as will become apparent, the disk pack 
42 need only be rotated a limited amount around pivots 
34 and point 69 to move any one of the diskettes 18 into 

60 the retrievable position for picking by picker mecha
nism 20. 

With reference again to FIG. 3, base 14 supports a 
drive mechanism 70 for rotating box 16 about pivots 34. 

by a pair of pivots at 34 (see also FIG. 1). Tray 32 has 65 
an open rear end 36 that can be closed by a pivotally 
mounted door 38, connected to base 14 (see FIG. 1), 
and an open front end 40 which faces the spindle 22. 

Mechanism 70 includes an index cam 72, having a cam 
surface 74, which is connected to the bottom of tray 32, 
and a clevis 76 having a cam follower 78 which moves 
along surface 74. A stepper motor 80 and lead screw 82 
are connected to clevis 76 to drive cam follower 78 
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6 
along cam surface 74, thereby pivoting tray 32 and, A support member 106 supports a pick cam 108 near 
hence, disk pack 42. the retrievable position. Pick cam 108 has a lever 110 

Stepper motor 80, as will be further described, is that is pivotally connected to support member 106 by a 
selectively controlled to drive or move cam follower 78 pivot 112 and is biased into the position shown by a 
to any one of five discrete positions along cam surface 5 spring 114. A cam surface 116, which is slanted and 
74. This action brings any one of the diskettes 18 stored fixedly connected to lever 108 and is in the path of cam 
in disk pack 42 into the retrievable position for retriev- follower 104, has an incline 118, an incline 120, and an 
ing by picker mechanism 20, as will now be described. underside 122. 

FIG. 5 illustrates the bent guide 60-1 of box 16 as Support member 106 also supports a release cam 124 
being rotated downwardly to a position called the re- 10 near the operative position. Release cam 124 has a lever 
trievable position. In this retrievable position, the dis- 126 that is pivotally connected to support member 106 
kette 18 in guide 60-1 is in a position ready to be re- by a pivot 128 and is biased into the position shown by 
trieved by picker mechanism 20 (not shown). Then, as a spring 130. A cam surface 132, which is slanted and 
shown in FIG. 6, the picker mechanism 20 has retrieved fixedly connected to lever 126 and is in the path of cam 
the diskette 18 from guide 60-1 and moved it to the 15 follower 104, has an incline 134, an incline 136, and an 
operative position at which the diskette 18 is clamped underside 138. 
on spindle 22 and ready to be rotated. In moving from A drive mechanism 140 for inoving the carriage 96 
the retrievable position to the operative position, the along guide rods 98 includes a stepper drive motor 142 
diskette 18 is guided by guide 60-1 and by edge guide 30 which drives a continuous belt 144 that is coupled to 
on base 14. In the operative position, a portion of the 20 carriage 96. Also shown is a stripper 146 which strips 
diskette 18 is still supported in guide portion 62-1. the diskette 18 from a depending member 147 (see FIG. 
Moreover, the guide portion 62-1 is aligned with edge 9) of the upper of jaws 94 as the pick head 92 releases 
guide 30 and the guide portion 62-1 is parallel to the the diskette 18 in the operative position. 
plane of rotation of diskette 18. Thus, while the diskette Carriage 96 has a cam follower 148 which, when 
18 is bent or angled when in the retrievable position, it 25 diskette 18 is in the operative position, causes a disk 
is flat when in the operative position. clamp mechanism 244 (see FIG. 15) to pivot down-

It now may be appreciated that box 16 can be pivoted wardly and clamp diskette 18 on the spindle 22. This 
to any one of the five discrete positions to move any one disk clamp mechanism 244 is released when carriage 96 
of the five diskettes 18 into the retrievable position and cam follower 148 move toward the retrievable 
shown in FIG. 5. The angles of guide portions 62-1 30 position. Carriage 96 also has a flag 149a that is movable 
through 62-5 are such that when any one of them is in into an optical sensor 149b to signal that pick head 92 is 
the retrievable position and the corresponding diskette in a home position, as will be further described. 
18 is moved into the operative position, the diskette will In the operation of the picker mechanism 20 to re-
be flat having the parallel plane of rotation. trieve a diskette 18, arid with reference to FIGS. 8-11, 

After using the diskette 18 in the operative position, 35 as the pick head 92 is driven in an outward or disk-out 
the picker mechanism 20 returns this diskette 18 to the direction towards the retrievable position, cam follower 
retrievable position. Then, box 16 can be pivoted to any 104 moves up incline 118 and then incline 120. This 
one of the other rotatable positions to place another action opens jaws 94 against the bias of spring 100 (FIG. 
diskette in the retrievable position, which is then 9). Then, as pick head 92 is driven further in this direc-
brought into the operative position. FIG. 7 shows an- 40 tion, cam follower 104 moves off of incline 120, allow-
other diskette 18 being in such an operative position. ing spring 100 to bias jaws 94 closed through slot 88 and 
This pivoting of box 16 is random in the sense that box clamp diskette 18. 
16 can be pivoted from any one rotatable position to any Then, pick head 92 is driven in the reverse or disk-in 
other rotatable position to move a selected diskette 18 direction towards the operative position to move dis-
into the retrievable position without having to first 45 kette 18 partially out of disk pack 42 and into edge guide 
retrieve any of the diskettes 18 in any intermediate 30. During this disk-in movement, cam follower 104 
guides 60. As will be further described, this selection contacts underside 120 (FIG. 10) of pick cam 108 to 
process is performed under program control of a data pivot lever 110 upwards and allow pick head 92 to 
processor, such as a microprocessor, which controls bypass pick cam 108 without opening jaws 94 which are 
energization of stepper motor 80. 50 clamping diskette 18. 

FIG. 8 illustrates the picker mechanism 20 in relation Then, with reference to FIG. 8, as pick head 92 con-
to a diskette 18 that is assumed to be in the retrievable tinues to be driven towards the operative position with 
position. The diskette 18 has a jacket 84 surrounding a diskette 18, cam follower 104 rides on incline 134 and 
disk-shaped data storage medium 86. The jacket 84 of incline 136 to again open jaws 94. As the jaws 94 open, 
each diskette 18 has a slot 88 that is aligned with cut-out 55 depending member 147 tends to raise diskette 18 at its 
56 of disk pack 42 and has an edge groove 90 (see FIG. forward edge 150, but this edge 150 contacts the under-
4B) that is aligned with spring biased detent 52 and side 151 of stripper 146 which strips diskette 18 from 
groove 54 of disk pack 42 when the diskette 18 is stored depending member 147, thereby allowing diskette 18 to 
in the pack 42. lie flat around spindle 22 in the operative position. Pick 

Picker mechanism 20 includes a pick head 92 that has 60 head 92 then continues to be driven in the reverse or 
a pair of openable and closeable jaws 94 which pick or ·disk-in direction beyond the operative position so that 
clamp the diskette 18 via slot 88. Pick head 92 is sup- cam follower 104 moves beyond incline 136, thereby 
ported on a carriage 96 which rides on a pair of guide allowing spring 100 to bias jaws 94 closed. 
rods 98. A spring 100 is disposed between the upper of After the diskette 18 is used in the operative position 
the jaws 94 and the carriage 96 to bias the jaws 94 65 and is to be replaced in the retrievable position, pick 
closed. The upper of the jaws 94 moves vertically on a head 92 is again driven in the forward or disk-out direc-
shaft 102 that has a cam follower 104 connected across tion from its last described position. Cam follower 104 
and extending away from shaft 102. contacts underside 138 of cam surface 132 to pivot lever 
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8 
126 upwards and bypass release cam 124 without open
ing jaws 94. As shown in FIG. 11, as this disk-out move
ment continues, closed jaws 94 push on edge 150 via 
depending member 147 to move diskette 18 towards the 
retrievable position. As cam follower 104 then rides 5 
along incline 118 to begin opening jaws 94, which now 
lose contact with edge 150, carriage 96, and hence pick 
head 92, is driven no further, unlike when pick head 92 
is moved to retrieve the diskette 18. The manner in 
which cam follower 104 is moved beyond cam surface 10 
116 to retrieve diskette 18 and then moved only onto 
incline 118 to return diskette 18 to the retrievable posi
tion will be described below. 

Then, at the position of cam follower 104 at which it 
is stopped on incline 118, groove 90 in diskette 18 starts 15 
to receive spring-biased detent 52 on disk pack 42. De
tent 52 then rides into groove 90, forcing or drawing 
diskette 18 into the retrievable position. In addition to 
this function, detent 52 also maintains and aligns all of 
the diskettes 18 in the disk pack 42. As with stepper 20 
motor 80 which is used to pivot box 16, stepper motor 
142 is energized under program control by the data 
processor to be described below. 

FIG. 12 illustrates the data storage medium 86 of the 
diskette 18 that.is used in conjunction with the position 25 
control device 24. The storage medium 86 is made of a 
material, such as Mylar, which will expand or contract 
in response to various temperature and humidity condi
tions. Another factor to be more fully discussed is that 
the diskette 18 may be slightly mis-clamped on the spin- 30 
die 22 in the operative position such that the storage 
medium 86 may rotate slightly eccentrically. 

The diskette 18 is manufactured or used with a refer
ence datum shown generally at 152. As one example, 
the reference datum 152 is a single concentric reference 35 
or servo track 154. The reference track 154 has single 
frequency signal of, for example, 125 KHz written on it 
and is 0.0012" or 12 mils wide. Also included on the 
storage medium 86 for position control purposes are a 
plurality of sector holes 156, e.g., sixteen equiangularly 40 
spaced sector holes, although only every other or eight 
of the holes 156 need be utilized for position control 
purposes. An index hole 158 is also made on the storage 
medium 86 for indexing purposes. Storage medium 86 
also has, for example, concentric data tracks To-T153on 45 
which to record data, each track To-T153 being, for 
example, 0.004" ±0.0002" wide with a center-to-center 
spacing of 0.0059" at 70° F. and 50% relative humidity. 
Among other things, expansion and contraction of the 
medium 86 will increase and decrease the center-to-cen- 50 
ter distance of the data tracks To-T153, as well as move 
outwardly and inwardly the inner diameter (1.D.) of 
reference track 154. 

FIG. 13 shows a curve or waveform 160 of the ampli
tude vs. width of the single, as outputted by the record- 55 
ing head 28, frequency signal from the inner diameter 
(1.D.) to the outer diameter (O.D.) of the reference 
track 154 at a given circumferential position of track 
154. The waveform 160 has a generally level portion 
162 of constant amplitude F that falls off over a linearly 60 
sloping portion 164 leading towards the l.D. Shown 
along the X-axis are four points Po-P3, at which wave
form 160 has corresponding amplitude ratii Ro-R3 
which are the ratii of the amplitude of the frequency 
signal at points Po-P3 to the amplitude F oflevel portion 65 
162. Thus, for example, Ro equals the amplitude at Po 
divided by F, which is approximately 0.8. It should be 
noted that due to, for example, manufacturing toler-

ances, the amplitude F of the frequency signal written 
on reference track 154 may vary from one diskette 18 to 
another, or may vary along the circumference of track 
154 of one diskette 18. However, the shape of waveform 
160 will be substantially the same so that at correspond
ing points Po-P3 from the l.D., the ratii Ro-R3 will be 
the same. That is, for example, Ro=0.8 will be the same 
for each waveform 160. Also to note on sloping portion 
164 is a ratio RRP, which is, for example, equal to 0.5 F 
and corresponds to a reference position (RP) of refer
ence track 154. 

FIG. 14 shows a position control circuit 166 of posi
tion control device 24 that may be used in conjunction 
with the data storage medium 86. Medium 86 is shown 
on the spindle 22 which can be rotated by a motor drive 
shown generally at 168. Also shown is the carriage 26, 
which is driven by a motor 170, such as a 1.8°, 4-phase, 
stepper motor, and the recording head 28. 

Carriage 26 also carries a sensor 172 which is of a 
material that expands and contracts proportionally to 
the material of data storage medium 86 in response to 
temperature and humidity conditions. Preferably, sen
sor 172 is of the same material as the medium 86 so that 
if the latter is Mylar, then the former is Mylar. Sensor 
172 has a readable scale 174 which constitutes a plural
ity of spaced apart scale lines or indicia 176. The spac
ing of scale lines 176 is such that there are 10 lines or 
pulses (pips) corresponding to the center-to-center dis
tance between each adjacent data track To-T153, and 20 
lines or pulsess between reference position RP of refer
ence track 154 and track To. Sensor 172 also has a car
riage home marker 178, which indicates when the car
riage 26 is in a home position. In this home position, as 
shown in FIG. 12 and FIG. 14, recording head 28 
should always be substantially outside the O.D. of refer
ence track 154. This home position is predetermined to 
account for worst case conditions in which the medium 
86 may expand, causing the reference track 154 to move 
outwardly, or in which slight eccentric rotation of the 
medium 86 on spindle 22 may cause portions of refer
ence track 154 to move outwardly towards head 28 in 
the home position. 

A microprocessor 180, such as the Intel 8051, manu
factured by Intel Corporation, Santa Clara, California, 
receives a home position signal from a fixed sensor 182 
via a line 184, an amplifier 186 and a line 188. Sensor 182 
is at the fixed position to sense marker 178 when car
riage 26 is moved into the home position. A sector/in
dex sensor 190, having a light source 192 and light sen
sor 194 disposed on opposite sides of medium 86, gener
ates sector signals and index signals as sector holes 156 
and index hole 158 rotate between source 192 and sen
sor 194. These sector and index signals are fed over a 
line 196, an amplifier 198 and a line 200 to an interrupt 
port of microprocessor 180. Recording head 28 pro
duces an amplitude signal, as shown in FIG. 13, propor
tional to the amplitude of the frequency signal on refer
ence track 154. This signal is coupled to an RF amplifier 
202 over a line 204, whose output on a line 206 is cou
pled to a rectifier and peak detector 208 that generates 
a DC voltage signal proportional to the amplitude of 
the frequency signal. An AID converter 210, under 
control by microprocessor 180 over a control line 212, 
converts the DC voltage output of detector 208 on a 
line 214 to a digital number which is fed on a data bus 
216 to microprocessor 180. 

A fixed quadrature scale sensor 218 senses each scale 
line 176 on scale 174 as the latter moves radially across 
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medium 86. Sensor 218 produces four pulse signals on track 154 to produce level amplitude portion 162 of 
four lines 220 each time a scale line 176 moves out- waveform 160. At each step of motor 170, and for one 
wardly or inwardly across sensor 218. Logic in a direc- revolution of data storage medium 86, microprocessor 
tional signal and pulse detector 222, in response to the 180 receives 8 sector signals via sensor 190 at its inter-
information on lines 220, produces an outward/inward S rupt port to receive and store 8 data words from AID 
directional control signal on a line 224 and a pulse signal converter 210 identifying the amplitude F at 8 corre-
on a line 226 for each scale line 176. An up/down sponding circumferential locations of reference track 
counter 228 is switched into an up-count state in re- 154. This sequence of stepping motor 170 and hence 
sponse to the outward directional control signal on line head 28 across level portion 162 and collecting 8 data 
224 or a down-count state. in response to the inward 10 words from AID converter 210 at each step continues 
directional control signal on line 224, and counts each as head 28 approaches the l.D. of reference track 154 to 
pulse on line 226. Under control by microprocessor 180 produce sloping portion 164. If it is assumed that the 
via a control line 230, counter 228, which may be a amplitude F is constant across level portion 162 at each 
16-bit counter, sends the count over data bus 216 to of the 8 circumferential locations, microprocessor 180 
microprocessor 180. 15 now identifies this as the reference track 154 and stores 

As previously indicated, motor 170 is a 1.8°, 4-phase the value F for each of these 8 circumferential locations 
stepper motor which would move carriage 26 and for later use. 
hence head 28 a distance of 0.0059 inches for each full Then, under control of microprocessor 180 and con-
step of 1.8°. A motor control circuit shown generally at trol circuit 232, head 28 is microstepped to produce 
232 includes a driver circuit 234 that controls motor 170 20 sloping portion 164 and at each step the above-
over four lines 235 by sourcing and sinking current to described sequence of obtaining 8 amplitude values or 
the two sets of coils (not shown) in motor 170. Driver data words of the amplitude of waveform 160 is per-
circuit 234 receives a conventional 4-phase drive signal formed. Assume now, for example, that head 28 is at a 
from microprocessor 180 over two lines 236. Given the position along portion 164 such that all 8 amplitude 
four possible states of lines 236, four possible states of 25 values are within the range <0.8F and > a value 5, i.e., 
current flow directions exist for the two coils in motor the amplitude of the frequency signal along 8 circumfer-
170. Motor 170 is locked at even stepped increments ential positions is within this range. The value 5 repre-
when a steady state condition exists with lines 236 fixed sents a noise factor so that if an amplitude is detected 
in any one of their four possible states. Motor 170 moves that is equal to or . less than this value, a reclamping 
in full step increments given a change in state in one of 30 occurs of diskette 18 on spindle 22, as will be described 
the two lines 236 which results in corresponding in connection with FIGS. 15-17. Also assume that data 
changes in state of current flow to the motor coils over storage medium 86 is not rotating eccentrically and that 
lines 235. if there is expansion or contraction it is uniform about 

Under the control of a timer 240 and gating signals it the circumference. Finally, also assume that the value 
generates on two lines 238, full step movements in 3S 0.5F corresponds to an absolue reference position RP 
motor 170 are divided by 100, such that corresponding for subsequently accurately locating the data tracks 
movements in head 28 are 59 microinches of 1 l/lOOth To-Tm. 
of center-to-center tracks spacing. In particular, micro- Accordingly, at the present position of head 28 along 
processor 180 generates data words on data bus 216 and portion 164, there are amplitude ratii ro-r1 at the 8 cor-
loads these into timer 240 with control line 242. These 40 responding circumferential points on track 154 that are 
data words provide information for producing gating identical, these ratii being calculated by microprocessor 
signals on lines 238 which result in driver circuit 234 180 and equal to the amplitude along portion 164 di-
driving current on lines 235 in a phase modulated fash- vided by the previously determined amplitude F of 
ion in one of the coils of motor 170 in a duty cycle level portion 162 at the 8 circumferential positions. 
ranging from 0 to 100%. 4S Microprocessor 180 can then calculate the offset of 

In the overall operation of position control circuit head 28 at the 8 circumferential positions corresponding 
166, under software control to be further described to ro-r1 from the absolute reference position corre-
below, microprocessor 180 first activates motor control sponding to 0.5F. Moreover, a single count N presently 
circuit 232 to drive motor 170 to move carriage 26 and in counter 228 for these 8 sectors identifies the present 
hence head 28 in the outward direction towards the SO position of head 28. 
home position. When this home position is reached, More particularly, assume that the abovementioned 
sensor 182 detects marker 178, thereby to signal micro- offset of the position of head 28 from 0.5F corresponds 
processor 180 via amplifier 186. Microprocessor 180 to a distance equal to a count of l counted by counter 
then controls circuit 232 to deenergize motor 170 and 228. Microprocessor 180 then can calculate the position 
stop the movement of carriage 26. During this outward SS of data track To(the outer data track), since it is prede-
movement, scale 174 has been moving across quadra- termined that this track To is 20 pips or scale lines 176 
ture scale sensor 218. Thus, counter 228 has been placed from the reference position RP of 0.5F. That is, micro-
in an up-count state and has been incremented with each processor 180, having the count N, can then subtract l 
passage of a scale line 176 across sensor 218 to store a due to the offset and then subtract 20 to store the num-
count corresponding to this home position. fiO her representing the position of track To relative to this 

Thereafter, microprocessor 180 activates control reference position RP. Thereafter, microprocessor 180, 
circuit 232 to energize motor 170 to drive carriage 26 in the manner previously described, can drive head 28 
and head 28 in the inward direction towards reference in the inward direction with scale 174 crossing sensor 
track 154. During this movement, counter 228 is in the 218. When counter 228 has counted down 21 pips, 1 pip 
count-down state and has been decremented with each 65 for the offset and 20 pips for the spacing between the 
passage of a scale line 176 across sensor 218. reference position RP and the separation distance to 

Assume now that head 28 has crossed the O.D. of track To, the count in counter 228 equals the number 
reference track 154 and is moving across reference calculated by microprocessor 180. Microprocessor 180 
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can now stop the head 28, which will be centered on 
data track To. This, it can now be appreciated, is be
cause sensor 174 and scale 176 have expanded or con
tracted the same amount as data storage medium 86. 
That is, there always are 20 pips between the reference 5 
position RP of reference track 154 and data track To, 
though the spacing between pips will increase or de
crease, as will the spacing between these two tracks, 
with expansion or contraction. Note also that there will 
always be 10 pips between the centerlines of adjacent 10 
data tracks To-T153. 

A number of other factors can now be appreciated. 
The offset for each of the 8 sectors when count N oc
curs is individually determined. Thus, if the rotation of 
medium 86 is slightly eccentric, different offset values 15 
are calculated and stored for the 8 sectors. As the me
dium rotates, microprocessor 180 will move head 28 in 
accordance with the count in counter 228 to cause head 
28 to follow the eccentricity of track To. Also, head 28 
can be aligned with any other data track T1-T153 by 20 
moving carriage 26 until counter 228 has counted down 
by 10 for each data track to be crossed in seeking a new 
data track. A similar procedure occurs when moving 
head 28 from an inner data track to an outer data track, 
except counter 228 now counts up by 10 for each data 25 
track that is crossed. 

The data storage medium 86 has been described as 
including data tracks To-T1s3 as well as reference track 
154. The position control circuit 166 has been described 

of cam surface 252, diskette 18 becomes clamped on 
spindle 22. As pick head 92 continues moving beyond 
the operative position, cam follower 148 moves onto 
surface 254 to continue this disk clamping action, as 
shown in FIG. 17. 

As previously mentioned in connection with position 
control circuit 166, the amplitude of waveform 160 
being detected along portion 164 may not fall within the 
range <0.8F and > the value 5. This may be due to a 
relatively large misclamping of diskette 18 on spindle 
22, resulting in a relatively large eccentric rotation. If 
this occurs, microprocessor 180, under program con
trol, energizes motor 142 to move carriage 96, pick head 
92 and cam follower 148 from the FIG. 17 position back 
towards a position at which cam follower 148 has par
tially moved down surface 252, but depending member 
147 has not yet contacted surface 150 of diskette 18. 
Then, microprocessor 180 energizes motor 142 to move 
carriage 96, pick head 92 and cam follower 148 back to 
the FIG. 17 position. This action, it can be appreciated, 
will unclamp and then reclamp diskette 18 onto spindle 
22. If this results in substantially accurate clamping of 
the diskette 18 on spindle 22 such that the above-men
tioned amplitude range is satisfied after additional cal
culations by microprocessor 180, then no further re
clamping action is performed. Otherwise, the reclamp-
ing action continues at least several times until such an 
amplitude range is satisfied. 

As also previously mentioned, and with reference to 
FIG. 8, when head 92 is moved to retrieve a diskette 18 
from disk pack 42, cam follower 104 moves over and 
beyond incline 118 and incline 120 of cam surface 116. 
However, when pick head 92 is moved to return a dis
kette 18, cam follower 104 moves only as far as, or onto, 
incline 118. Thie control of the movement or position
ing of cam follower 104 occurs in the following manner. 

Carriage 96 carries the flage 149a which moves into 
the optical sensor 149b. This is the "home" position of 
carriage 96, at which cam follower 104 is on the incline 
118. When retrieving a diskette 18, under program con
trol, microprocessor 180 energizes motor 142 to drive 
carriage 96 to its "home" position and this is sensed by 
microprocessor 180 via sensor 149b. Thus, microproces
sor 180 knows where carriage 96 and pick head 92 are. 
Then, under program control, microprocessor 180 
drives head 92 further towards the retrievable position. 
When the head 92 is then driven with diskette 18 
towards the operative position, flag 149a is removed 
from optical sensor 149b so that again microprocessor 

as functioning to move and align recording head 228 30 
over any one of the data tracks To-T1s3 relative to the 
reference track 154. However, it will be appreciated 
that the principles of this alignment technique can be 
employed with other disk drives in which, for example, 
there are a plurality of hard disks aligned on a spindle 35 
and a plurality of aligned recording heads for each of 
the disks. One of the disks can be a reference or servo 
disk having only the reference track 154, with the other 
disks having only the data tracks To-T153. The position 
control circuit 166 with the recording head 28 can be 40 
used exclusively with the reference disk. As the record
ing head 28 is moved to positions relative to the refer
ence track 154, the other recording heads will become 
aligned with their corresponding data tracks To-T153. 
This assumes all of the disks on the spindle will expand 45 
and contract, and rotate eccentrically, if at all, to the 
same degree. Further, the position control circuit 166 
can be used in connection with disks or diskettes having 
data track densities other than that indicated for me
dium 86. 

FIG. 15 illustrates a disk clamp mechanism 244 that is 
used to clamp a diskette 18 onto spindle 22. Disk clamp 
mechanism 244 includes a clamp arm 246 that is pivot
ally mounted on base 14 at 248 and a disk clamp 245 that 
extends over spindle 22. Clamp arm 246 carries a cam 55 
250 having a slanted cam surface 252 and a straight cam 
surface 254 on which cam follower 148, which is con
nected to pick head carriage 96 (see also FIG. 8), can 
ride. A spring 256 biases clamp arm 246 and, hence, disk 
clamp 245, to an upper or undamped position, as shown 60 
in FIG. 16. 

50 180 knows the position of head 92. Thereafter, when 
head 92 pushes on diskette 18 to return it to disk pack 
42, flag 149a again is moved into optical sensor 149b at 
the "home" position at which cam follower 104 is on 

FIG. 16 shows the disk clamp mechanism 244 and the 
cam follower 148 when pick head 92 is moving in a 
direction towards the operative position. Then, as pick 
head 92 approaches the operative position, cam fol- 65 
lower 148 rides along cam surface 252 to bias clamp arm 
246 and disk clamp 245 downwardly against the bias of 
spring 256. As clamp follower 148 approaches the top 

incline 118. Microprocessor 180, therefore, again knows 
of the position of carriage 96 and deenergizes motor 142 
to stop further movement of head 92. The previously 
described detent 52 then draws diskette 18 into disk 
pack 42. 

Similarly, when retrieving a diskette 18, the box 16, 
under program control, is moved to its home position at 
which flag 41a is moved into optical sensor 4th. This 
"home" position is the position where one of the 
grooves 60, for example, groove 60-1, is in the retriev
able position. Microprocessor 180 thus knows the posi-
tion of box 16. Then, under program control, motor 80 
can be energized by microprocessor 180 to drive box 16 
to position a desired groove 60 in the retrievable posi
tion in anticipation of retrieving a selected diskette 18. 
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While not shown, there also can be included as part of 
the disk drive 12 a similar flag and optical sensor to 
inform the microprocessor 180 when door 38 is opened 
and closed. If, for example, the door 38 is opned when 
a diskette 18 is in the operative position on spindle 22, S 
microprocessor 180, under program control, can actu
ate picker mechanism 20 to drive diskette 18 back into 
disk pack 42 in the retrievable position. 

Computer program listings for an 8080 microproces
sor for performing the above-described functions are 10 
included as part of the specification at the end of the 
description and before the claims. A description of the 
title and general content of the listings is given below. 

I. Command Input For PICP AC-This program 
implements the procedure for pivoting box 16 to bring 15 
a selected diskette into the retrievable position and for 
moving the selected diskette between the retrievable 
position and the operative position. It brings the above
described components into the "home" positions and 
controls the clamping and reclamping of the diskette to 20 
reduce or eliminate eccentric rotation. 

2. Position Control Module-This program imple
ments the procedure for compensating for expansion, 
contraction and eccentric rotation of the data storage 
medium 86 when moving the head 28, but assumes that 25 
amplitude F of level portion 162 is constant at each of 
the 8 circumferential locations along reference track 
154. 

To summarize the overall operation of disk drive 10, 
a disk pack 42 is loaded into tray 32 with the plurality of 30 
diskettes 18. Under software control, microprocessor 
180 controls the pivoting of box 16 to move a selected 
one of the diskettes 18 into the retrievable position. 

ORG ~uw1 START 
iCOHHAND INPUT fOR PICPAC 
H/29/91 
iiJICK 
; 
RCB mu OAtl 
CR EOU ODH 
LF EOlJ OAH 
GDS~ rnu OF6E6H 
ROG EQlJ 700H 
I 
; 
NEXTCH: 

HVI Cd iCONSOLE IN COHHAND 
CALi. 5tl iCALL TO BIOS 
RET 

CONOUT: 
HVI C12 iCON OUTPUT COHHAND 
CALL SH iBIOS ENTRY POINT 
RET 

i 
LINEIN: 

HVI C1RCB iSET READ BUFF COHHAND 
LXI D1KBDBUF iH=KBD BUFF 

14 
Then; picker mechanism 20, under software control, is 
actuated to pick the one diskette 18 from the retrievable 
position, move it into the operative position, and clamp 
it or reclamp it on spindle 22. Then, under software 
control, spindle 22 is driven to rotate the data storage 
medium 86 and position control device 24 is actuated to 
seek and accurately follow the data track To-T153, 
whether or not the medium 86 expands, contracts or 
rotates slightly eccentrically. After using the selected 
diskette 18, picker mechanism 20, under software con
trol, moves the diskette 18 from the operative position 
to the retrievable position in anticipation of the selec
tion of another diskette 18. 

In addition to the advantages specifically described 
or indicated above, the picker mechanism 20 uses oniy 
a single motor 142 to move and clamp a selected dis
kette 18 on spindle 22. The process of picking a selected 
diskette 18 from the retrievable position, unclamping it 
from the picker mechanism 20 at the operative position, 
clamping the diskette 18 on spindle 22, unclamping the 
diskette 18 from spindle 22, and returning the diskette 
18 to the re.trievable position in disk pack 42 is synchro
nized by means of a mechanical picker mechanism 20 
that requires only the one motor 142 to drive carriage 
96. Furthermore, pick head 92 is not driven onto the 
edge 150 of diskette 18, but clamps the diskette 18 
through slot 88 without causing wear or other damage 
to the jacket 84 and data storage medium 86. Nor does 
the pick head 92 hold the diskette 18 by friction. 

Other aspects, objects and advantages of the inven
tion can be obtained from a study of the drawings, the· 
disclosure and the appended claims. 

CALL SH iGO TO BIOS ENTRY POINT 
LDA KBDBUF+2 iGET COHHAND 
CPI 'X' iREAPEAT COHHAND ? 
RZ iYES RETURN 
STA SAVPTR+1 iNO SAVE COHHAND AND 
LDA KBDBlJF+l iSAVE t OF CHARACTERS IN COHHAND 
STA SAVPTR iAT SAVPTR 
RET 

i 
GETCtl: 

XRA A iCLR A 
LXI Hr~BDBUF+l iPOINT TO t OF CHARACTERS IN BUFFER 
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CHP H iNONE ? 
JZ RE TEND iRIGHT RETURN ZERO 
DCR H iHORE CHARACTERS DECREHENT CHAR COUNT 
LHLD KBDPTR iH POINT TO CHAR IN BUFF 
HOV A1H iGET CHARACTER 
INX H iPOINT TO NEXT CHARkCTER 
SHLD KB DP TR iSAVE IT 
RET iCHARACTER IN A 

i 
RETEND: 

U.I H1KBDBUFt2 iINITIALIZE KBD BUFF PTR 
SHLD KBDf'TR iSAVE IT 
RET 

I 

~Reset cnaracter buffer for repeat co1~and. , 
REPEAT: 

i 

LDA 
STA 
LDA 
STA 
CALL 
RET 

SAVf PTR 
KBDBUFtl 
S1W$PTR+l 
KBDBUF+2 
RETEND 

f DO COHHAND UNTIL CR ff( 
I 

DOFE: 
HlJI C10BH 
CkLL 005 
ORA A 
JZ REPEAT 
JHP GET HORE 

i 
PRTHSG: 

HOV A1H 
CPI '*' RZ 
HOV E1A 
Pt.lSH H 
CALL CONOUT 
F'OP H rnx H 
JHP PRTHSG 

i 
START: 

LXI SP1lOOH 
CALL D$SELECT 
HVI A1PAC 
CALL D5SELECT 
LXI D10 
CALL SET$STP 
CALL HOHE$PIC 
CALL STORnDISC 
CALL HOHE$PAC 

LOOP: 
LXI HdNf'RHT 
CALL PRTHSG 
CALL LINE IN 

NEXT: 
LXI H1NEXT 
PUSH H 
CttLL GET CH 
ORA A 
JZ GE UH ORE 
CPI 'D' 
JZ DISC 
CPI 'H' 
JZ HOHE 
CPI 'X' 
JZ REPEAT 
CPI 'R' 
JZ DOFE 
CPI 'T' 
JZ ROG 

iGet I of characters 1n coa1and 
if'ut 1t in buffer 
iGet Previous co1~and 
iPut it in buffer 
iReset ke~board Pointer 

iGET CHAR FOR PRINT 

iRETUkN ON * CHAR 
if'UT CHAR IN E FOR SENDING 
iSAVE STRING PTR 
iPRINT IT 
iRESTORE STR f'lR 
if'OINT TO NEXT CHAR 

iDISABLE PIC 

iSET STEP TABLE PTR TO 0 
iINIT PHASE BITS IN PORi 

lPOlNT TO INPUT PROHPT 
iOUTPUl STRING 
iGET LINE FROH CONSOLE 

lGET CHARACTER FROH BUFFER 
iNO HORE CHARACTERS IN BUFF GET NEW COH 

iHAND FROH BUFFER 

16 
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CPI I I 

RI 
JHf' BAD 

' I 
DISC: 

CALL GETfCH 
ORA A 
JZ GEHHORE 
LXI . 810 
U'I 101 
JZ GOfDISC 
!NR c 
CPI 111 
JZ GOfDISC 
INR c 
CPI 121 
JZ GtUDISC 
INR c 
CPI '3' 
J: GOSDISC 
INR c 
CPI 141 
JZ GOf DISC 
Cf I I I I 
JZ GET SD I SC 
CPI '0' 
JZ STORESDISC 
CPI iR' 
JZ RE CL HP 
JtlP BriD 

HOHE: 
CALL GEUCH 
ORA A 
JZ GEUHORE 
CPI 'P' 
J2 HOHHPIC 
CPI is1 
JZ HOHHPAC 
JHf' BAD . 

I 

GETSHORE: 
POP H 
CALL RETEND 
JHP LOOP . 

I 

BAD: 
LXI H1BADfCHD 
C~LL PRTHSG 
JHP GET SHORE 

I 

i 
INPRHJ: DB CR1LF1 1TfPE COHHAND' 1CR1LF1 111 

I 

~BDPTR: DW KBDDUF+2 
I 

SAVPTR: DH 0 
I 

DADfCHD: DD 
KDDBUf: DB OFFH 
REST DS OFEH 
iPac and Pie routines 
i1/29/B1 
iDick 
i 
iver LO 
i . 
I . 
PORT$82 EGU 
PORUBl EGU 
INP1 EGU 
PORT$A2 EDU 
PORT$ UCONT 
PAC$ENBL 

OE9H 
OESH 
OFDH 
OEBH 
mu 
mu 

iKEYBOARD BUFFER POINTER 
iBUFFER FOR t OF CHARS IN LOHHAND 

OAH1vDH1 1BAD COHHAND STRING1 RETYPE110AH10DH1'•'i 
iKEYBOARD BUFFER GOES FROM HERE 

OE7H 
OOH 

iFOR 256 BYTES 

18 
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PAC$DIS mu OCH . 
I 

PIC$RATE EQU 20 
LOAu$RATE mu 7 
CLHP$RATE EQU 20 
STRT$UN$CLHP$RATE mu 80 
UN$CLHP$RATE mu 20 
STRT$UN$CLHP$STPS mu 3 . 
I 

PAC$RATE mu 5 
STRHPAC$RATE mu 12 
STRT$PAC$STPS mu 5 . 
I 

PIC$POS mu 0 
DELTA mu 12 
PIC$HOH$POS mu DELTA 
NEM$PIC$POS mu DELTA+4 
DISC$!N$PAC mu DELTA-2 
RELSPOS mu DELTA+10v 
CLHP$POS mu DELTA+135 
NO$CLHP$POS mu DELTA+115 
PICSSEHSOR mu 04H 
PACSSEHSOR mu 02H 
PIC mu 0 
PAC mu 1 
j 
FIXDLY mu 040H . 
I 

FWD mu 1 
REV mu 0 
j 
OFFSSET mu 18 
i 
iGet sensors fro1 data buss . . 
I 
GEHSEHSORS: 

. 
I 

~~ 
PUSH 
AHI 
OUT 
HI 
HOV 
POP 
OUT 
HOV 
EI 
RET 

PORT$82 
A 
INPl 
PORHB2 
PORHBl 
BrA 
A 
PORT$82 
A1B 

iHoves Picker head out Past ho•e sensor 
; 
G0$0UT: 

. 
I 

STA 
LDA 
STA 
HV1 
STA 
LX1 
CALL 
LDA 
STA 
RET 

FWD$REV 
DLY$AHT 
THP 
A1PICSRATE 
DLYSAHT 
8140 
HfLOOP 
THP 
DL OAHT 

iDelaY 2 asec for each count 1n DLY$AHT. 
i 
DELAY: 

PUSH 
LOA 
ORA 
LDA 
JNZ 
LDA 

[JLYLP: HVI 
BLOOP: DCR 

B 
STRUSLOM 
A 
S TRUDL HAHT 
OLYLP 
DL Y$AHT 
81FIXDLY 
B 

4,453,188 
20 
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JNZ BLOOP 
DCR A 
JNZ DLYLP 
POP B 
RET 

i 
iStePs selected 1otor one step fro1 current Position 
i in D in direction set b!I FWD$REV. . . 

I 
SNDfSTP: 

SEHSTP: 

LDA 
ORA 
DCX 
JZ 
INX 
INX 

LXI 
HOV 
ANI 
ADD 
HOV 
JNC 
INR 

SS:. DI 
IN 
ANI 
ORA 
OUT 
EI 

FWD$REV 
A 
D 
SETf STP 
D 
D 

H1STPHBL 
A1E 
03H 
L 
LrA 
SS 
H 

PORUA2 
09FH 
H 
PORT$A2 

CALL DELAY 
RET 

i 
iSteP selected device fro1 CURfPOS to new Position in D. 
j 
CtlPLfH: 

j 
!resets start dela~ if we have gone STRTSTPS stePs. 
I 
STARHDELAY: 

i 
STEf'$IT: 

LXI 
LDA 
INR 
STA 
CHP 
RNZ 
XRA 
STA 
RET 

LHLD 
CALL 
DAD 
JNC 
HVI 
INX 
JHP 

STO: CALL 
MVI 

STU STA 
HOV 
HOV 
LHLD 
XCHG 
XRA 
STA 

H1STRT$STPS 
STRT$CTR 
A 
STRUCTR 
H 

A 
5TRT$SLOW 

CURSPOS 
CHPLfH 
D 
STO 
A1FWD 
H 
SH 
CHPL$H 
A1REJ 
FMDfREV 
B1H 
C1L it of steps to new Position in SSC 
CURf POS 

A 
STRT$CTR 
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H$LOOP: 

LSLOOP: 

HOV 
ORA 
JZ 
LDA 
ORA 
CNZ. 
CALL .. 
DCX 
JHP 
HOV 
ORA 

LLP: JZ 

SSEXIT: 

I 

LDA 
ORA 
CNZ 
CALL 
DCR 
JHP 

XCHG 
SHLD 
XCHG 
RET 

23 

A1B 
A 
ULOOP 
STRT$SLOM 
A 
STARHDELAY 
SND$STP 
B 
HS LOOP 

A1C 
A 
S$EXIT 
STRT$SLOM 
A 
STARHDELAY 
SND$STP 
c 
Llf' 

CURSPOS 

iSelects PAC ~otor if B=l1PIC •otor if B=O. 
i 
SELECT: 

SEL$PAC: 

' I 

LOA PIC$PAC 
CHP B 
LHLD CUR$POS 
XCHG 
JZ OK 
LHLD THP$POS 
SHLD CURSPOS 
XCHG 
SHLD 
CALL 
HOV 
STA 
ORA 
DI 
JNZ 
1H 
ANI 
OUT 
EI 
RET 
HVI 
OUT 
HVI 
STA 
EI 
RET 

THPSPOS 
SETSSTP 
A1B 
PICSPAC 
A 

SELSf'AC 
PORHA2 
07FH 
PORHA2 

A1f'ACSENBL 
PORT$1SCONT 
A1PACSRATE 
DLYSAHT 

iD1sable selected aotor. 
I 

DSSELECT: 
LDA 
ORA 
DI 
JNZ 
IN 
ORI 
OUT 
EI 
RET 

DSSELSPAC: 
HVI 
OUT 
EI 
RET 

PICSPAC 
A 

0$SEl$PAC 
PORT$A2 
BOH 
PORUA2 

A1PACSDIS 
PORHUCONT 

4,453,188 
24 



25 
iSelect PIC •otor and hole it, . 
I 
HOHHPIC: 

HVI B1PIC 
CALL SELECT 
HVI A1PIC$RATE 
STA DLY$AHT 

iH01e without selecting 
PIC$HOHE: 

H$PIC$L: 

CALL 
ANI 
HV! 
CHZ 
HVI 
STA 

CALL 
ANI 
JZ 
HVI 
AHA 
JZ 

STPR: CALL 
JHP 

H$EXT: LXI 
SHLD 
XCHG 
CALL 
RET 

; 

GEUSENSORS 
PIC$SENSOR 
A1FWD 
GOSOUT 
A1REV 
FMD$REV 

GEHSENSORS 
PIC$SENSOR 
STPR 
A103H 
E 
HS EXT 
SNDf STP 
HSPIC$L 
H1PIC$HOH$POS 
CUR$POS 

OS SELECT 

4,453,188 

iGet the disc fro1 Paci tove it in to drive and cla1P it 
j 
GEHDISC: 

; 

HVI 
STA 
HVI 
CALL 
LXI 
CALL 
HVI 
STA 
LXI 
CALL 
HVI 
STA 
LXI 
CALL 
CALL 
RET 

A1PICSRATE 
DLY$AHT 
B1PIC 
SELECT 
D1PIC$POS 
STEPS IT 
A1LOAD$RATE 
DLY$AHT 
D1REL$POS 
STEPS IT 
A1CLHP$RATE 
DLY$AHT 
D1CU1PfPOS 
STEP$IT 
D$SEL£CT 

~Put disc back in Paci 1ove Picker to index Pac Position 
I 
STORE$DISC: 

HVI 
CALL 
HVI 
STA 
HVI 
STA 
HVI 
STA 
HVI 
STA 
LXI 
CALL 
llVI 
STA 
CALL 
HVI 
CALL 
LXI 
lfVI 
STA 
CALL 
HVI 

BrPIC 
SELECT 
A10FFH 
STRTSSLOW 
A1STRT$UH$CLHP$RATE 
STRHDLY$AHT 
A1STRT$UN$CLHP$STPS 
STRTSSTPS 
A1UN$CLHP$RATE 
·nLY$AHT 
D1NO$CLHP$POS 
STEPUT 
A1LOAD$RATE 
DLY$AHT 
PICSHOHE 
B1PIC 
SELECT 
D1DISCUN$PAC 
A1PIC$RATE 
DLOAHT 
STEPUT 
A1LOAD$RATE 

26 
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28 
SH\ DLHAHT 
LXI DI NElaPIC$POS 
CALL STEPUT 
CALL DSSELECT 
RET 

I 
ireclaiP the disc in the drive 
; 
RECLHP: 

HVI B1PIC 
CALL SELECT 
HVI A10FFH 
STA STRHSLOM 
HVI A1STRT$UN$CLHP$RATE 
STA STRHDL Y$AHT 
HVI A1STRT$UN$CLHP$STPS 
STA STRHSTPS 
HVI A1UN$CLHP$RATE 
STA DLY$AHT 
LXI D1NO$CLHP$F'OS 
CALL STEPUT 
H!JI A 1 CU1P$RATE 
STA DLY$AHT 
LXI D1CLHP$F'OS 
CALL STEP$IT 
CALL D$SELECT 
RET . 

I 

~Hoae the Pac ~otor 
I 
HOHE$PAC: 

HVI B1PAC 
CALL SELECT 
HVI A1REV 
STA FMD$REV 

H$PACfL: 
CALL GEHSENSORS 
ANI PAC$SEHSOR 
JZ STPB 
HVI A103H 
ANA E 
JZ EXTB 

STPB: CALL SEHSLOM 
CALL SND$STP 
JHP Hf PAC$l 

EXT0: 
LXI H1v 
SliLD CURf POS 
LHLD DISCH BL 
XCHG 
CALL SEHSLOM 
CALL STEPUT 
CALL D$SELECT 
RET 

i 
iGo to disk specified 1n B$C . 
I 

GO$DISC: 
HOV A1C 
RLC 
HOV C1A 
PUSH B 
HVI B1PAC 
CALL SELECT 
POP B 
LXI H1DISC$TBL 
DAD B 
HOV E1H 
INX H 
HOV D1H 
CALL SET$SLOM 
CALL STEPfIT 
CALL Of SELECT 
RET 
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iSET UP FOR SLOW START OF PAC. 
I 

SET$SLOM: 

I 

HVI 
STA 
HVI 
STA 
HVI 
STA 
RET 

ArOffH 
STRT$SLOM 
A1STRTSPAC$RATE 
STRT$0LY$AHT 
A1STRT$PAC$STPS 
STRT$STPS 

4,453,188 

DISCSTBL: IIW 
DM 

OFF$SET1ll6+0FF$SET1237+0FF$SET 
350+0FF$SETi472+0FF$SET 

THP5POS: 011 0 
CURSPOS: OW 0 
THP DB 0 
STP$TBL: DB 60H140H10120H 
DLYfAHT DB 2 
FWD$REV: DB FMD 
PICfPAC: DB PIC 
STRT$STPS: DB 5 
STRT$CTR: DB 0 
STRTSSLOW DB 0 
~TRT$DLYfAHT DB 3 
I 

END 
k~ttle ~~RbS1on control 11odule W2.02 DHL · J/24/81' 

i This code i1Ple1ents the Position control ·functions re~u1red 1n 
i the Atl~n drive. It is called fro1 the PL/I code. 

PUBLIC DELTAPOS1 GOPOS1 CURPOS1 HOHEHD 
PUBLIC GO$NEM$POS1 THERE?1 PUT$NEMPOS 
EXTRN DELAY1 6ETBPB1 PUTBPB1 PUTBPC1 RDDRVi RDPOS 

HAXuSTEP EOU 31 i32 lo9ical 1icrosteP~ = one half-step 
STEPttASK EGU 7 iHask for val id step nu1bers 
i Para11eters for the aicro-stePPin9 routine 
DIRBIT EUU BITl iD i reel ion = inwards 
HSBIT EOU BIT2 iMe're at a half-step Position 
FSBIT EOU BIT3 iMe're at a ful I-step Position 
i WARNING: Disk dePendent Para1eters 
TRACKfSIZE EDU 10 iN01inal nu1ber of units Per track 
SETTLE$SIZE EOU 3 ilf we're this closei we wait 
uSTEP$DLY EOU 300 iDela~ after each 1icro-steP 
uSTEP$SETTLE EOU 3225 i31S at end of a 1ove 
STEP$TIHE EOU 3225 iDela~ Para1eter for J1S 

iat 1.075 HHz 
SETTLE$TIHE EilU 32767 iFull head-settl in9 ti1e 
i DELTAPOS is called fro1 Pl/I with a 16-bit ar9u11ent sPecif~in9 
i the nu1ber of units that the drive is to 1ove. 
DELTAPOS: 

DE@HL iPick up the arsu1ent 
XCHG 
DE@HL 
NO INT 
LHLD NEMPOS iAdd the ar9uaent to NEWPOS 
DAD D 
SHLD NEWPOS iand take it the new Position 
RS TINT 
CALL GO$NEM$POS iPerfora the 1ove 
RET 

i GOPOS aoves the head to an absolute Position. 
GOPOS: 

DE@HL iGet the arsu1ent 
XCHG 
DE@HL 
XCHG iinto H&L 
SHLD NEWPOS 
CALL GO$NEW$POS iHove it 
RET 

i CURPOS returns the current Position to a PL/I Pro9ra1. 
i PUTfNEWPOS si~PIY takes a new Position in H&L and loads 
i it into NEWP~S. 
CURPOS: 

CALL RDPOS iReturn POSCTR to PL/I 

· .. 30 
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tt()IJ 
RET 

PUT$NEWPOS: 

A1L iln case they're onl~ looKing 
iat the lower 8 bits 

SHLD NEMPOS iStore it off 
RH 

i GOfN£M$POS 1s called to 1ove the head until POSCTR e~uals 
i NEWPOS. 
GOfNEMfPOS: 

CALL 
LXI 
CALL 
CALL 
RH 

DOfN£WfPOS iHove the head 
H1uSTEP$SETTLE iWail for it to dar 
DELAY 
DOtNElaPOS iand •ake sure it's there 

i DOfN£WfPOS Perfor•s ~ aove of the head to brins POSCTR into 
i confor1ance with MfWPOS. It hai two sta9ei. If the distance 
i lo be 110ved is at least a full step, it will aove the head to 
i the nearest full sler in the desired direction and then Keep 
i 11<1vin9 the head 1n full slePs until the re•ainin9 distance is 
i lesi than a full sleP. When the distance is less than a full 
i sleP1 the head will be a1cro-stePred in the desired direction 
i until il arrivei at the desired Position. Note that the di5lance 
i lo be aoved 1s re-calculated each ti•e throush one of the loors. 
i This allows an interrupt routine to aodifY NEMPOS durins execution 
i of tile routine with the Prorer response. 
DO$MEWSPOS: · 

CALL CALCDST iCalculate distance to be aoved 
RC iE~it if the distance is zero 
SAVREG H iSave a COPY of the distance 
LXI D1-CTRACKfSIZE+l) iAre we at least a full steP away? 
DAD D 
JC FsteP iYes. Go full-step the head 
CALL uSTEf' iNo. nicro-steP it 
RSTREG H iGet distance back asa1n 
LXI D1-CSETTLEfSIZE+ll iAre we close? 
DAD D 
JC DOfNEMSPOS 
LXI H1uSTEPfDLY 
CALL DELAY 
JnP DOfHEMf POS 

iNo. Go do 1t asain 
iYes. Let 1t slow down 

Fstep: RSTREG H iClean UP the stack 
CALL GOFSTEP iGo to nearest full step in desired direction 
LXI H1STEP$TinE iLet it settle 
CNC DELAY iif a ~ove occurred 

Fsloor: CALL CALCDST iCan we take another full steP? 
LXI D1-(TRACKfSIZE+l> 
DAD D 
JNC DOfNEWf POS 
CALL STEP 
LXI H1STEPSTIHE 
CALL DELAY 
JHP FslooP 

iNo. Go 1icro-steP 
iYes. Go step the head 
iand let it settle 

i GOFSTEP 1oves the head to the nearest full-steP Position in the 
i direction indicated by DIRECT. If the head is already at a full
; step Position, it returns with the carry-bit set. 
GOFSTEP: 

LDA 
CPI 
STC 
JZ 
LDA 
ANI nov 
LXI 
"ov 
RAR nov 
581 
ADD 
ANI 
HOV 
CALL 
ltVI 
STt\ 
HVI 
OUT 

CURuST£P 
ltAXuSTEP 

Gof ret 
DIRECT 
2 
C1A 
H1CURSTEP 
A1H 

A1C 
0 

" STEPHA SK 
H1A 
DOSTEf" 
A1nAXuSTEP 
CURuSTEP 
A1COUNTER1HODE 
COUNTERCONTROL 

iAre we there alread~? 

iAssu•e we are 
iYes. Do nothing 
iSteP increaent is two if DIRECT 
iis oulward1 and zero otherwise 
iSave it 
i-1 if ster is odd 

iGet LS& of steP into carry 

iand subtract the carry fro• the incre.ent 
iAdd it to tne steP 
iKeeP the step in ran9e 
iSave 1t off 
iand Put it out to the hardware 
iSel CURuSTEP to the full-steP Position 

iTell the hardware 
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OUT 
ORA 
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uSTEP$TBL+l1AXuSTEP 
COUNTER1 
A iClear the carry bit 

Gofret: RH 
l CALCDST calculates the re~a1n1ns distance and leaves it 
i in H&L. In addit1on1 1t sets DIRECT aPProPriately if the distance 
; is non-zero and returns with the carry bit set if it is zero. 
i THERE? coaPares the current Position with NEMPOS1 returnins with 
i the carry bit clear if they are e~ual1 and set if theY aren't. 
CALCDST: 

CALL RDPOS 
XCHG 
LHLD 
HOV 
SUB 
HOV 
HOV 
SBB 
HOV 
ORA 
JZ 
HOV 
RAL 
SBB 
STA 
JZ 
NEGHL 

A 
DIRECT 
Posdst 

JGet current Position 

iGet desired Position 
iHL = HL-DE 

iDon't change DIRECT 1f distance is zero 
ibut return with the carry bit set 
lload DIRECT fro1 si~n of result 

iFor~ absolute value 

Posdst: STC 
Clcret: CHC 

RET 

iReturn with the carry bit clear 

THERE?: 
CALL RDPOS 
XCHG 
LHLD 
HOV 
SUB 
HOV 
HOV 
SBB 
ORA 
ADI 
RET 

iload UP current Position and NEMPOS 

iSubtract the1 
iMe only need to save the lower byte 

iA=O 1f result is zero 
iif result is zero1 return with carry clear 

; uSTEP ~icro-stePs the head bY one in a direction deter~ined 
i by DIRECT. !DIRECT = 0 •oves the head outwardi DIRECT = -1 1oves it 
i in.l It is table driven1 and the index into the table 1s 
i defined as follows: 
; 

. 
I 
j 
uSTEP: 

Bit i> -- Current steP is odd 

Bit 1 -- Direction is inward 

Bits 21 J, and 4 --

LXI 
HOV 
HVI 
HOV 
UI 
DAD 
HOV 
LDA 
ANI 
ORA 
HOV 
LDA 
HOV 
ANI 
ORA 
HOV 

000 -- Norr1al 
001 -- CURuSTEP = 0 IHalf-steP if step is odd) 
010 -- CURuSTEP = 1 CHalf-steP if steP is even) 
011 -- CURuSTEP = HAXuSTEP-1 fful I-step if step is o•:1dl 
100 -- CURuSTEP = HAXuSTEP <Full-step if step is even) 

H1CURuSTEP iP 1 ck up the current rdcro-steP 
E1H iFor1 an index out of it 
D1i> 
C1E ;save it for later 
H1uSTEP$CLASS iGet bits 21 31 and 4 
D 
E1H 
DIRECT 
DI RB IT 
E 
E1A 
CURS TEP 
B1A 
DITO 
E 
E1A 

lof the table index 
iAdd bit 1 fro1 the direction 

iKix 1t in 
iand save it 
iNow bit O fro1 LSB of CURSTEP 
iBut save it first 

iAnd do the 11x 
iBack to fora the index 
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LXI 
DAD 
HOV 
ORA 
JZ 
ADD 
AH! 
STA 
SAVREG 
CALL 
RSTREG 

Nostep: LXI 
DAD 
HOV 
ADD 
STA 
HOV 
HVI 
OUT 
LXI 
DilD 
HOV 
OUT 
RET 

uSTEP$CLASS: 
DB 
DB 
REPT 
DB 
ENDH 
DB 
DB 

STEF'UHC: 
DB 
DB 
DB 
DB 
DB 

uSTEPUHC: 
DB 
DB 
DB 
DB 
DB 

uSTEPSTBL: 

35 
H1STEPUHC 
D 
A1H 
A 
HosteP 
B 
STEPHASK 
CtJRSTEP 
rn1D> 
DO STEP 
<D1B> 
H1uSTEPUNC 
D 
A1H c 
CURuSTEP 
E1A 
A1COUNTERlHODE 
COUNTERCONTROL 
H1uSTEPTBL 
D 
A1H 
COUNTER! 

Ov4H 
OOBH 
28 
0 

OOCH 
OlOH 
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iSee if there's a step chanse 

iThere 1sn 1t 
iThere is. Add it to the saved step value 
iKeeP it in ranse 
iSave it off 

iand Put it out to the hardware 

iNow add 1n the aicro-steP chanse 

iand save the result 
iTranslate fro1 losical to Ph~sical 
iBut first set UP the counter 

iGet the Ph~sical value 
iPut it out to the counter 

01 01 o, -1, 
01 0 iNe1ther half-steP nor ful 1-steP 
11 0 iCURuSTEP = 0 

01 01 o, 01 
-1, 01 

11 O iCURuSTEP = 1 
01 l iCURuSTEP = HAXuSTEP-1 
01 l iCURuSTEP = HAXuSTEP 

iHor11al 
iCURuSTEf' = 0 
iCURuSTEP = 1 
iCURuSTEP = HAXuSTEP-1 
iCURuSTEP = HAXuSTEP 

DB 11 51 91 131 151 171 191 21 
DB 231 251 271 291 311 331 351 37 
DB 391 4~1 451 481 511 5~1 571 61 
DB 651 691 731 771 821 871 931 100 

i STEP ~oves the head b~ one ful I step in the direction deter~1ned 
i b~ DIRECT. Note that it is the resPonsibi lit~ of the call ins 
i routine to wait an appr0Pr1ate lensth of ti~e before tr~1ng 
i to tove the head asa1n. 
STEP: 

HVI 
LOA 
ORA 
JP 
HVI 

StPout: LDA 
ADD 
AHI 
STA 
CALL 
RET 

E,-2 
DIRECT 
A 
StPout 
£12 
CURS TEP 
E 
STEf'HASK 
CURS TEP 
DOS TEP 

iAssu11e DIRECT = 0 and set incre11ent 
iTest the as~u~Ption 

iR1snt. Leave 1t alone 
iWrons. Chanse it 
iAlter the current step 

iKeeP it in range 

iReflect it in the hardware 

i DOSTEP takes a losical step Position 1n the accu~ulator1 
i translates it to a Ph~s1cal valuei and Puts it out to the 
i hardware. 
DOSTEP: 

HOV 
HVI 
LXI 
DAD 
HOV 
CALL 
RET 

E1A 
DiO 
H1STEPTBL 
D 
A1H 
PUTBPC 

iHake of the value a table index 

iPerfor~ the translation 

iOutPut it 
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STEPTBL: 
416121317151110 ilranslation table :-- losical 

lto Ph~sical ··· ·' 
DB 

i HOHEHD ruts the head into the position fro11 which to start 
i I oo~ .. i ng for the outer servo track. It first 11oves the, 
i head outward to the nearest ful 1:-steP .Position. 
i It th en s teP s outward in f u 11 s teii s un t i I .. 
i the drive track zero sensor is true and CURSTEP is 0. 
HOHEHD: 

XRA 
STA 
CALL 
LXI 
CNC 

Fulstp: CALL 
ANI 
JNZ 
LDA 
ORA 
JZ 

Gostep: CALL 
LXI 
CALL 
JHP 

Hdho11e: LXI 
CALL 
CALL 
SAVREG 
ORI 
CALL 
RSTREG 
CALL 
LXI 
SHLD 
RET 
DSE6 

NEMPOS: DM 
DIRECT: DB 

CLlRSTEf': 
DB 

CURuSTEP: 

A 
DIRECT 
GOFSTEP 
H1STEP$TIHE 
DELAY 
RDDkV 
TRACKO 
GosteP 
CURSTEP 
A 
Hdno1e 
STEP 
H1STEPHIHE 
DELAY 
FulstP 
H1SETTLEUiltE 
DELAY 
GETBPB 
PSM 
CLRPOS 
PUTBPB 
PS~ 
PUTBPB 
H10 
NEMPOS 

0 
0 

0 

HAXuSTEP 

iSet step direction 
ito outward 
iGo to the nearest full step 
iand let it settle 
iif we 11oved 
ilrac,k Jero sensor set? 

iNo. Go 11ove the head 
iYes. Are we at steP O? 

iYes. We're done 
lNot !let •. Step out and tr!I asain 
iMait' fllr It to settle · 

llet it quiet down 

iClear the Pos1t1on counter 

iand NEMPOS 

iPositioil to which to 11ove. 
iD 1 rect ion· of de5 ired 11ove 
iO = outward1 -1 = inward. 

iCurrent steP 
iCurrent ~icro-sleP DB 

END 
rITLE 1Ses11ent Hodule V00.07 DHL 3/11/81' 
HACLIB ltACROS 

i This 11odule contains the code havins to do with index 
i Pulses and ses1ent 1nterruPts. It contains the ses•ent 
i interrupt handler and the routines which find1 start, 
i interruPt1 and stoP index Pulses. 

PUBLIC SEGINT1 CURSEG1 STOPIP1 STRTIP1 INTIP1 SYNCIP 
EXTRN SEGFSH1 GETBPA1 PUTBPA1 STRTCK1 STOPCK 

i States. Llsed as 1ndeces into a table1 so,.incre11ent b!l two. 
SYNC$FIND EQU 0 
INDEX mu 2 
SEGHENT EQU 4 
SEGHASK EGU OFH. iHask for valid ses11ent nu1bers 

··. 38 

INDX$TIHE EQU 8400 lTi11er count to sePerate index Pulses 
i SEGINT 1s the ses11ent interrupt code. It 11aintainsJ 
i CURRENT$SEGHENT1 cal Is the Ses11ent Finite State Hachine 
i if aPProPriate1 and controls the Passins throush of 
i the index Pulses to the controller. 
SEGINT: 

EI 
SAVREG 
LXI 
LHLD 
DAD 
DE@HL 
XCHG 
CALL@HL 
RSTREG <H1D1B1PSM> 
RET 

STATE$VEC: 
DM GT SYNC 

iGo to the aPProPriate routine 

iDo it 

iSYNC$FIND 
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OM DOIP iINDEX 
DN DONOTIP iSEGltENT 

; GTSYNC is the routine for the interrurt handler in 
i SYNCSFIND state. 
GTSYNC: 

CALL 
JC 
LXI 
DAD 
JC 
XRA 
STA 
LXI 
SHLD 
JHP 

STOPCK iGet the tiae fro• the last Pulse 
HotsYn ilf the clock hasn't been started Yet 
D1-INDXSTIHE iCheck the interval 
D 
NolsYn ilt was· Ion!. Th ts isn't 1t 
A iEureka. Set CURRENTSSEGHENT to zero 
CURRENTSSEGHENT 
H1SEGltENT iand the state to nor.al 

iFinish UP and leave 
Nots!'n: CALL 
Gtsret: SND£0I 

RET 

STATE 
Gtsret 
STRTCK iReset the tiaer and start it UP a9ain 

i DOIP handles the interrupt when this is an index Pulse. 
DOIP: 

NO INT 
CALL GETBPA iGate the PUises off fro• the controller 
ANI NOT DRVSTATENA 
CALL PUTBPA 
RS TINT 
LXI H1SEGHENT iReset the state 
SHLD STATE 
SNDEOI 
RET 

i DONOTIP handles the interrupt when this 1s a nor1al se!laent interruPt. 
DONOTIP: . 

LDA CURREHTSSEGltENT iAdvance the se9aent counter 
INR A 
ANI SEGHASK iKeeP it in ran9e 
STA CURRENTSSEGHENT 
CZ INDEXSNEiT ilf an 1nde:i: Pulse is coa1n9 UP 
SNDEOI iAllow the se91ent routine to be interrupted 
LDA CURRENTSSEGKENT ilf the current se9aent is even 
AHi BITO 
CZ SEGf SH iProcess 1t in the Pl/I code 
RET 

i INDEXSNEXT exaaines IPFLAG to see what to do about the uPco1in9 index 
i Pulse. IPFLAG = -1 causes the index Pulse to be Passed through to 
i the controller. IPFLAG = 1 causes the Pulse to be locked out. 
i IPFLAG = 0 causes this one to be sk1PPed1 but succeeding ones 
i to be let throu!h. 
INDEXSNEXT: 

LXI 
SHLD 
LDA 
ORA 
JH 
JNZ 
DCR 
STA 
JHP 

Ind:.: on: NO INT 

HdND£X 
STAT£ 
IPFLAG 
A 
Indxon 
Inret 
A 
IPFLAG 
lnret 

CALL GETBPA 
ORI DRVSTATEHA 
CALL PUTBPA 
RS TINT 

Inret: RET 

iChan9e the state 

iSee what we're SUPPosed to do 

i-1. Pass it on 
i1. leave it loc~.ed out 
iO. l!nore tnis one and reset the flag 

i£nable the index Pulse back to the controller 

i These routines are all PL/I callable. CURSEG returns the current 
i se91ent nuiber. STOPIP1 SfRTIP1 INTIP1 and SYNCIP stoP1 start1 
i ;nterruPt1 and find the index Pulses. 
CURSEG: 

STOP If': 

LDA 
ORA 
RAR 
HOV 
HVI 
RET 
HVI 
STA 
RET 

CURkENUSEG"EN T 
A iD1v1de 1t b~ two for PL/1 

L1A 
H10 

All 
If'FLAG 

iPL/l wants it 1n both A and Hl 

iDisable index Pulses until 
iSTRTIP 1s called 

40 
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STRTIP: 
HVI Arl iEnable index Pulses 
STA I PF LAG 
RET 

INTIP: 
LDA IPFLAG ilf the index PUises are now enabled 
CPI -1 
JNZ Inv Id 
XRA A I iStoP just the neit one 
STA IPFLAG 

Inv Id: RET 
SYNCIP: 

LXI H1SYNC$FIND iSet the state to find the index 
SHLD STATE 

Mts!lnc: LHLD STATE iand wait until it's been found 
HOV Ail 
CPI LOW SYNC$FIND 
JZ Wts!lnc 
RET 
DSEG 

STATE: DW 5YNC$FIND iState variable for interrupt handler 
CURRENT$SEGHENT: 

DB 0 
IPFLAG: DB 1 iindex Pulse lock f la!J 

il = Lock 
iO = Lock and enable next one 
i-1 = Enable 

END 
/t 
Se!Jaent Finite State Hachtne DHL V00.18 J/21181 
This file contains the state 11achine acti1Jated when there 
is a ses~ent clock interrupt, It is extre11el!I si1Ple. 
The 1achine has four states. 
In the IDLE state1 it does nolhins. 
In the SERVO_READ statei it records one revolution's worth 
of servo infor~ation and returns to the IDLE state. 
In the TRACK-FOLLOW state1 it Pulls a correction value 
out of the CORRECTION table and1 if it is different 
fro1 the current one1 1oves the head b!I the difference. 
In the END_TRACK_FOLLOW statei it 1oves the head back to 
the Position it was in when track-fol lowing startedr 
and sets the state to IDLE. 
f/ 
SEGHENT_FINITE_STATE_HACHINE: 

PROCEDUREi 
XINCLUDE 1DEFINES.PLI 1i 
XINCLUDE 'DSKDEF.PLI'i 
XREPLACE 

IDLE BY 11 
SERVO_READ BY 21 
TRACK_FOLLOW Bf 3, 
END_TRACK_FOLLOW BY ii 

DECLARE 
( 
STATE1 ENu_SEGH£Nl1 
CURRENT_CORRECTION1 
TDPTR POINTERr 
CORRECTION (Q:HAX_SEGHENTl 
l STATIC, 
STATE_VECTOR (4i ENT~Y VARIABLE STATICi 

DECLARE 
CURSEG ENTRY RETURNS <FIXED BINARYli 
SELSRV ENTRY {FIXED BINARY), 
6ETAD ENTRY RETURNS <FIXED BINARY), 
DELTAPOS ENTRY (FIXED BINARYli 

INSFSH: /* Initialize the Ses11ent FSH •I 
PROCEDURE EXTERNALi 
STATE_VECTOR(IDLEi = DO_IDLEi 
STATE_VECTOR(SERVO_READl : DQ_SfRVO_READi 
STriTE_VECTOR<TRACK_FOLLOMl = DO_TRACK_FOLLOMi 
STATE_VECTOR(END_TRACK_FOLLOWl = DO_END_TRACK_FOLLOMi 
STATE = IDLEi 
END INSFSHi 

SEGFSH: /* Ses~ent Finite State Hachine •I 
PROCEDURE EXTERNALi 
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CALL STATE_VEUOfdSTATEl 0 i 
mo SEGFSHi 

GTSRVO: I• Read a track of servo data •I 
PROCEDURE <TRACK_DATAl EXTERHALi 
DECLARE 

TRACK_DATA IO:HAX_SEGHENTI FIXEDi 
TDPTR = ADDR<TRACK_DATAli 
CALL SELSRV(F_QUTERli 
STATE = SERVO_READi 
ENO_SEGHENT = CURSEG<li 
DO WHILE !STATE= SERvO_READli 
ENDi 
END GTSRVOi 

SELCORRECTION: 
PROCEDURE (NEW_CORRECTIOHSi EXTERHALi 
DECLARE 

NEW_CORRECTIOHS (O:HAX_SEGHEHTI FIXEDi 
DECLARE 

SEG FIXED m i 
DO SEG = 0 TO HAX_SEGHEHTi 
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CORRECTION(SEGi = NEM_CORRECTIONS<SEGli 
ENDi 
END SET_CORRECTIONi 

STARTTRACKFOLLOM: 
PROCEDURE EXTERNALi 
DECLARE 

SEG FIXED <7l i 
CURRENT_CORRECTION = Oi 
STATE = TRACK_FOLLOMi 
SEG = CURSEG(li 
DO WHILE <SEG = CURSEG())i 
ENDi 
END STARTTRACKFOLLOWi 

STOPTRACKFOLLOM: 
PROCEDURE EXTERNALi 
IF STATE = TRACK_FOLLOM THEN 

DOi 

EHDi 

STATE = END_TRACK_FOLLOMi 
DO WHILE <STATE= END_TRACK_FOLLOMli 
ENDi 

END STOPTRACKFOLLOMi 
SET_SEGFSH_IDLE: 

PROCEDURE EXTERNALi 
STATE 2 IDLEi 
END SET_SEGFSH_IDLEi 

DO_ IDLE: 
PROCEDUREi 
I 

END DJ_ IDLE i 
DO_SERVO_READ: 

PROCEDUREi 
DECLARE 

TRACK_DATA <O:HAX_SEGHEHTi FIXED BASED (TDPTRli 
TRACK-DATA(CURSEGO I = GETADO i . 
IF CURSEG(l=END_SEGHENT THEN 

STATE = IDLEi 
END DO_SERVO_READi 

DQ_TRACLFOLLOM: 
PROCEDUREi 
DECLARE 

IHEM_CORRECTIOH1 DISTANCE! FIXEDi 
NEM_CQRRECTIOH = CORRECTIOH(CURSEG(l)i 
DISTANCE = NEM_CORRECTION-CURRENT_CORRECTIOHi 
IF DISTANCE ~= 0 T~EN 

DOi 
CALL DELTAPOSIDISTANCEI; 
CURRENT_CORR£CTIOH = NEM_CORRECTIOHi 

EHDi 
END DO_TRACK_FOLLOMi 

DO_END_TRACK_FOLLOM: 
PROCEDUREi 
CALL DELTAPOS(-CURREHT_CORRECTIONli 
STATE = lDLEi 
END DO_ENO_TRACK_FOLLOWi 
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END SEGHENT_f!NITE_STATE_HACHINEi 
I* 
Servo Reading and InterPretin9 code. VOl.07 DHL 3/~4/81 
This file contains al I the code having to do with the 
track-fol low ins servo except for the code executed uPon 
ses~ent interrupts which is in the se911ent finite state 
1achine <SEGFSH>. 
•I 
SRVO_HODULE: 

PROCEDUREi 
ZINCLUDE 'DEFINES.PLI'i 
I.INCLUDE 'DSKDEF.PLI'i 
I• Global data •I 
DECLARE 

( 
TRACK_DATA CO:HAX_SEGHENTl FIXED1 
SERVO_DATA (O:HAX_SEGHENTl FLOAT, 
CORRECTIONS <O:HAX_SEGHENTl FIXED1 
CTRACK_OFFSET1 UPPER_LIHIT1 INNER-SERVO_POS1 OUTER-SERVO.POS> FIXED1 
CALIBRATION FLOAT1 

DLOFFSET rtXEl.f INITIAL COi 
l STATICi 

I• External routine~ •I 
DECLARE 

/W 

GOPOS ENTRY CFIXEDl1 
SET_CORRECTION ENTRY ((O:HAX.SEGHENT> FIXED>1 
HOMEHD ENTRY1 
CURPOS ENTRY RETURNS <FIXED), 
DEL TAPOS ENTRY ff IXEDl 1 
PLIDLY ENTRY CFIXEDl1 
SETPOS ENTRY CFIXEDl1 
SELSRV ENTRY CFIXEDl1 
GETAD ENTR"f RETURNS <FIXEDl1 
GTSRVO ENTRY ((0:HAX.SE6HENT> FIXED>i 

SERVOINITIALIZE 1s the Power-up routine for this 11odule. 
It 1akes sure that an INITIAL.SERVO.READ wi II be Perfor1ed · 
the first ti11e a dis~. is loaded. · 
*I SERVOINITIALIZE: ,,.,, 

PROCEDURE EXTERNALi 
OUTER_SERVO.POS = Oi 
EHL SERVOINITIALIZEi 

I* 
DOSERVOREAD rs the routine called fro11 outside to find the 
servo track and set UP the CORRECTIONS tahle used for 11is
c I a1rP correction b!I the se911ent fs11. 
•I 
DOSERVOREAD: 

/M 

PROCEDURE EXTERNALi 
IF OUTER_SERVO_PQS = 0 THEN 

CALL INITIAL.SERVO_READi 
ELSE 

IF ~NORHAL_SERVO.READC> THEN 
CALL INITIAL_SERVQ_READ<>i 

END DOSERVOREADi 
GETOUTERSERVOPOS si1Pl!I returns the outer servo 
Position to an external routine. 
'f/ 
GETOUTERSERVOPOS: 

I* 

PROCEDURE EXTERNAL RETURNS <FIXED>i 
RETURN <OUTER_SERVO_Pl)Sl i 
END GETOUTERSERVOPOSi 

NORHAL_SERVO_READ is the routine nor1all!1 used when a disk 
is loaded. It assu1es that it wi II be able. to read the· 
outer servo track at the sa1e Place it did last ti1e. If 
it can't, it returns a failure indication. If it can1 1t 
reads the track and re-calculates the 1is-cla1P CORRECTIONS 
table. 
•I NORHAL_SERVO_READ: 

PROCEDURE RETURNS (B!T(l))i 
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DECLARE 

(TQO_FAR_IN1 TOO_FAR_OUTl BIT<lli 
CALL GOPOS<OUTER_SERVO_PQS)i 
CALL PLIDLYCSETTLE_TJHEli 
CALL GET_SERVO\TOO_FAR_IN1 TQO_FAR_OUTli 
IF TOO_FAR_JH : TOO_FAR_OUT THEN 

RETURN <FALSE) i · 
CALL GET_CORRECTION()i 
CALL SET_CQRRECTION(CORRECTIONS)i 
RETURN <TIWD i 
END MORHAL_SERVO_READi 
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INITIAL_SERVO_READ is the routine which Perfor1s a full
enchilada servo read. It is invoked at start-up and at 
an~ other ti•e when the nor•al al9or1th• fails or the 
controller re,uests a recalibration. It be9ins by 
calibrating tne outer channel and recording its 
9ain. (It assutes that the servo de offset has been 
read before the spindle was turned on at Power-up,) 
It then reads both the outer and inner servo tracks1 
records their Positions1 calculates the growth factor 
to co!M'ensate for ther1al and hY9roscoPic 9rowth of 
the disk1 and calculates the current cla1Ping error 
correction. · 
•I 
INITIAL_SfRVO_READ: 

I• 

PROCEDUREi 
DECLARE 

FOUND_FLAG HIT\ll1 
(TQO_FAR_IN1 TOO_FAR_OUTl Blf\lli 

CALL HOHEHD 0 i 
CALL PLIDLY(SETTLE_TIHEli 
CALL CALIBRATE_SERVOCCALIBRATION1 FOUND_FLAG>i 
CALL GET_SERVQ(TQO_FAR_IN1 TOO_FAR_OUT>i 
CALL GET_CORRECTION()i 
CALL SET_CORRECTION(CQRRECTIONS>i 
OUTER_SERVO_POS = CURPOS<>+TRACK_OFFSETi 
END INITIAL_SERVO_R£ADi 

CALIBRATE_SERVO 1s entered with the head Presuaed to be 
just outside one of the servo tracks. It aakes a sweeP 
inward to try to locate a valid servo track and 1f it 
finds one1 sets CALIBRATION to the 1axi1ua value found 
on the outer Portion of it. 
It also returns a success or failure indication. 
•I 
CALIBRATLSERVO: 

PROCEDURE <CALIBRATION1 FOUND_FLAG)i 
DECLARE 

CALIBRATION FLOAT1 
FOUND_FLAG 8IT<lli 

DECLARE 
(I I SEG) FIXED (7) I 
<HAX_LEVEL1 SAHPLE1 HAX_THIS_TRY> FIX£D1 
A LEDGE 8IT(1) i 

HALLEVEL = Oi 
CALIBRATION = O.OEOi 
FOUND_FLAG = FALSEi 
DO I = 1 TO HAX_TRIES NHILE (~FOUND_FLAGli 

HAX_THIS_TRY = Oi 

ENDi 

CALL GTSRVO<TRACK_DATAli 
DO SEG = 0 TO HAX_SEGHENTi 

ENDi 

SAMPLE = TRACK_DATA<SEGl-DC_OFFSETi 
IF SAHPLE > CAL_TRIVIAL THEN 

HAX_THIS_TRY = HAX<HAX_THIS_TRY1 SAttPLE>i 

HAX_LEVEL = HAX<HAX_LEVEL1 HAX_THIS_TRY)i 
IF HAX_LEVEL > HAX_THIS_TRY+HYSTERESIS THEN 

FOUND_FLAG = TRUEi 
ELSE 

CALL DELTAPQS(TRY_DELTAli 

IF ~FOUND_FLAG THEN 
RETURNi 

UPPER_LIHIT = (HAX_LEVEL•Bt51/10i 
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AT_EDGE = FALSEi 
DO WHILE (~AT_ED6Eli 

ALEDGE = TRUEi 
CALL GTSRVO<TRACK_DATAli 
DO SEG = 0 TO HAX_SEGHENTi 
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SAHf'LE = TRACLDATA(SEG>-DLOFFSETi 

ENDi 

ENDi 

IF <SAl1PLE <= TRIVIAL) : (SAHf'LE } UPPER_LIHin THEN 
AT_EDGE = FALSEi 

IF ~AT_EDGE THEN 
CALL DEL TAPOS CTRY _DEL T Al i 

CALIBRATION = HAX_LEVELi 
END CALIBRATE_SERVOi 

GET_SERVO atte1Pts to read a servo track at the current 
head location. It checks for success (lhe Presence of 
val id values all the wa!I around the tradJ and1 if successful / 
returns the outer levels divided b!I CALIBRATION. 
*I . 
GET_SERVO: 

/i 

PROCEDURE (TOO_FAR_IN1 TOO_FAR_OUTli 
DECLARE 

<TOQ_FAR_IN1 TOO_FAR_OUTl BIT(l)i 
DECLARE 

SAHPLE FIXED1 
SEG FIXED (7) i 

roo_FAR_IN = FALSEi 
TOO_FAR_OUT = FALSEi 
CALL GTSRVO<TRACK_DATA>i 
DO SEG = 0 TO HAX_SEGHENTi 

£NDi 

SAHPL£ = TRACK_DATA<SEGl-DC_OFFSETi 
TRACK_DATA<SEG) = SAHPLEi 
IF SAHPLE <= TRIVIAL THEN 

TOO_FAR_IN = TRUEi 
IF SAHPLE l UPPER_LIHIT THEN 

TOO_FAR_QUT = TRUEi 

IF ~TOO_FAR_IN & ~roo_FAR_OUT THEN 
DO SEG = 0 TO HAX_SEGHENTi . 

SERVQ_DATA<SEG> = FLOATCTRACK-DATA<SEG)l/CALIBRATIONi 
ENDi 

END GET_SERVOi 

GELCORRECTION lransfor11s the ratios in SERVO-~ATA into the 
1is-cla1p correction values in CORRECTIONS. At the sa•e 
ti1e1 it calculates the amount b~ which the center of the 
servo track is offset fro1 the Position of the head when 
the track was read1 and stores this in TRACK_OFFSET. 
*I 
GET _CORRECTION: 

PROCEDUREi 
DECLARE 

NSEGS FLOAT1 
SEG FIXED(?) i 

DO SEG = 0 TO HAX_SEGHENTi 
CORRECTIONS<SEG) = DSTCVT(SERVO_DATA<SEG>>i 

ENDi 
TRACK_OFFSET = Oi 
DO SEG = 0 TO HAX_SEGHENTi 

TRACK_OFFSET = TRACK_QFFSET+CORRECTIONS<SEG)i 
ENDi 
NSEGS = HAX_SEGHENT+li 
TRACK_OFFSET = ROUND<FLOATCTRACK_OFFS£T)/NSEGS10>i 
DO SEG = O TO HAX_SEGHENTi 

CORRECTIONS<SEGl = -(CQRRECTIONS<SEG>-TRACK_OFFSETli 
ENDi 
END GET_CQRRECTIONi 

/* . 
GETDCOFFSET is used at start-up lo calibrate the DC offset of the 
servo electronics. It doe~ this b~ si1Pl!I reading the AID on the 
assu~Ption that there is no disk in Place at the ti1e. 
*I 
GETDCOFFSET: 

PROCEDURE EXTERNALi 
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CALL SELSRV(F_OUTERli 
DC_OFFSET = GETAD()i 

END GETDCOFFSET i 
I* 
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DSTCVT 1s the Procedure used to translate between a siven servo 
Power1 exPressed as the ratio between the current reading and 
the recorded 1ax11u1 value1 and the distance off-track in PIPS. 
*I 
DSTCVT: 

PROCEDURE (RATIOJ RETURNS (FIXEDJ i 
DECLARE 

RATIO FLOAT i 
DECLARE 

I FIXED1 
TRTABLE (-i:l) FLOAT STATIC INITIAL (.0631.2001.3161.5B8li 

DO I = -2 TO 1 i 

ENDi 

IF RATIO <= TRTABLE(I) THEN 
RETURN (Il i 

RETURN (2) i 
END DSTCVT i 

END SRVO_HOOULEi 
What is claimed is: 
1. Apparatus for moving a data storage device be

tween a retrievable position at which the data storage 
device is stored and an operative position at which the 25 
data storage device is used, comprising: 

(a) a pick head having a pair of openable and close
able jaws; 

(b) carriage means for carrying said pick head be
tween the retrievable position and the operative 30 
position; 

riding along said upper cam surface during move
ment of said pick head towards the operative posi
tion and contacting said underside to pivot said 
pivotal member during movement of said pick head 
from the operative position towards the retrievable 
position. 

4. Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said means 
for driving comprises: 

(a) a drive motor; and 
(b) programmable processor means for controlling 

said drive motor. 
5. Apparatus according to claim 4 wherein said pro

grammable processor means controls said drive motor 

(c) first pick cam means for opening said jaws during 
movement of said pick head towards the retriev
able position and for then closing said jaws about 
the data storage device at the retrievable position, 
said pick head being movable with said jaws closed 
from the retrievable position towards the operative 
position; 

(d) second release cam means for opening said jaws 
during movement of said pick head at the operative 
position and for then closing said jaws beyond the 
operative position, said pick head being movable 
with said jaws closed from beyond the operative 
position towards the retrievable position; and 

35 to drive said pick head into the retrievable position 
beyond said first pick cam means to pick the data stor
age device and to drive said pick head no further than 
said first pick cam means to return the data storage 
device to the retrievable position. 

40 6. Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said car-
riage means further comprises means for controllably 
securing the data storage device in the operative posi
tion. 

(e) means for driving said carriage means between the 
operative position and the retrievable position. 

2. Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said first 
pick cam means comprises: 

(a) a pivotal member; 
(b) a cam member connected at a slant to said pivotal 

member and having an upper cam surface and an 
underside; and 

7. Apparatus according to claim 1 further comprising 

45 means for stripping the data storage device from said 
jaws as said jaws are opened at the operative position. 

8. Apparatus, according to claim 1, wherein the data 
storage device has a slot, and wherein said jaws close 
through the slot at the retrievable position and during 

50 movement of the data storage device from the retriev
able position towards the operative position. 

(c) a cam follower, connected to said pick head, for 
opening and closing said jaws, said cam follower 
riding along said upper cam surface during move_~- 55 
ment of said pick head towards the retrievable 
position and contacting said underside to pivot said 
pivotal member during movement of said pick head 
from the retrievable position towards the operative 
position. - 60 

3. Apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said sec
ond release cam means comprises: 

(a) a pivotal member; 
(b) a cam member connected at a slant to said pivotal 65 

member and having an upper cam surface and an 
underside; and 

(c) a cam follower, connected to said pick head, for 
opening and closing said jaws, said cam follower 

9. Apparatus for providing servo information, com
prising: 

(a) a data storage medium having a reference track 
having an outer diameter and an inner diameter, 
said reference track storing a signal having an am
plitude waveform across said reference track for 
providing a generally level central portion of con
stant amplitude F and a linearly sloping amplitude 
portion having a reference position RRP and lead
ing from said generally level central portion of 
constant amplitude to said inner diameter of said 
reference track; 

(b) means, movable across said reference track, for 
detecting said signal to output said generally level 
central portion of constant amplitude F and said 
linearly sloping amplitude portion; 

(c) means, coupled to said detecting means, for gener
ating first data representing said constant ampli-
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tude F and second data representing the amplitude 
of said signal at a point on said linearly sloping 
amplitude portion; and 

disk-type•data storage medium is expandable and con
tractable and said scale is expandable and contractable 
in proportion to said disk-type data storage medium. 

(d) means, coupled to said generating means, for de
termining the ratio of said second data to said first 
data and for determining an offset ofsaid·detecting 
means from said reference position RRpin response 
to said ratio. 

16. Apparatus for storing and retrieving a data stor-
5 age device, comprising: 

10. Apparatus, according to claim 9, wherein said 
reference position RRpis at a predetermined ratio of an 10 
amplitude of said linearly sloping amplitude portion to 
said constant amplitude F. 

11. Apparatus, according to claim 10, wherein said 
predetermined ratio is O.SF. 

12. Apparatus, according to claim 9, wherein said 15 
means for detecting comprises: 

(a) a signal detector; 
(b) stepper motor means for moving said signal detec

tor across said reference track; and 
(c) means for controlling said stepper motor means to 20 

move said signal detector in full steps to output said 
generally level central portion of constant ampli
tude F and in microsteps to output said linearly 
sloping amplitude portion. · 

13. Apparatus, according to claim 9, wherein said 25 

signal is a single frequency signal. · 
14. A disk drive for accessing data, comprising: 
(a) a disk-type data storage medium having a plurality 

of concentric data tracks having centerlines and a 30 
single concentric servo track having an outer diam
eter and an inner diameter, said servo track storing 
a frequency signal having an amplitude waveform 
across said servo track for providing a generally 
level central portion of constant amplitude F and a 35 
linearly sloping amplitude portion having a refer
ence position RRpleading from said generally level 
central portion of constant amplitude F to said 
inner diameter of said servo track; 

(b) first means, movable across said servo track and 40 
said data tracks, for detecting said frequency signal 
to output said generally level central portion of 
constant amplitude F and said linearly sloping am
plitude portion, said first detecting means including 
a scale having scale lines representing the distance 45 
between said centerlines of said data tracks and the 
distance between said servo track and one of said 
data tracks adjacent said servo track, said reference 
position RRP being a certain distance from said one 
adjacent data track; 50 

(c) second means for detecting said scale lines in 
response to movement of said first detecting means 
across said servo track and said data tracks and for 
storing counts corresponding to the positions of 
said servo track and said data tracks; 55 

(d) means, coupled to said first and second detecting 
means, for determining a ratio of the amplitude of 
said frequency signal at a point on said linearly 
sloping amplitude portion to said constant ampli
tude portion F and for determining an offset of said 60 
first detecting means from said reference position 
RRP in response to said ratio and for determining a 
number representing the distance from said offset 
to said adjacent one data track; and 

(e) means for moving said first detecting means to any 65 
one of said data tracks in dependence on said num
ber and said counts. 

15. A disk drive according to claim 14, wherein said 

(a) means for providing an operative position for the 
data storage device; 

(b) means for storing the data storage device at a 
retreivable position; 

(c) pivotal means for clamping the data storage de
vice at the operative position; and 

(d) means for moving the data storage device from 
the retrievable position to the operative position, 
including 
(i) means for pivoting said pivotal means to clamp 

the data storage device; 
(ii) a movable carriage carrying said pivoting 

means; 
(iii) a motor for moving said movable carriage; 

and 
(iv) programmable microprocessor means for con

trolling said motor to move said movable car
riage to clamp and reclamp the data storage 
device in response to misclamping of the data 
storage device at the operative position. 

17. Apparatus according to claim 16, wherein said 
pivotal means has a pivotal clamp arm and a cam being 
pivotal with said clamp arm, and said pivoting means 
comprises a cam follower being movable along said 
cam. 

18. Apparatus for storing and retrieving a plurality of 
data storage devices, comprising: 

(a) means for providing an operative position for one 
of the data storage devices; 

(b) means for storing the plurality of data storage 
devices and being pivotal in relation to said provid-
ing means; 

(c) means for selectively pivoting said storing means 
to move a selected one of the data storage devices 
into a retrievable position, including controllable 
means for driving said storing means, and program-
mable processor means for controlling said con
trollable driving means; and 

(d) means for moving the selected one of the data 
storage devices between the retrievable position 
and the operative position. 

19. Apparatus according to claim 18 wherein said 
controllable driving means comprises: 

(a) an index cam coupled to said storing means; 
(b) a cam follower coupled to said index cam; and 
(c) stepper motor means for moving said cam fol-

lower along said index cam. 
20. Apparatus for storing and retrieving a plurality of 

data storage devices, comprising: 
(a) means for providing an operative position for one 

of the data storage devices; 
(b) means for storing the plurality of data storage 

devices and being pivotal in relation to said provid
ing means; 

(c) means for selectively pivoting said storing means 
to move a selected one of the data storage devices 
into a retrievable p<>sition; and 

(d) means for moving the selected one of the data 
storage devices between the retrievable position 
and the operative position, including picker means 
for releasably clamping the selected one of the data 
storage devices in the retrievable position and for 
releasably unclamping the selected one of the data 
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storage devices in the operative position. . 

21. Apparatus according to claim 20 wherein said 
picker means for releasably clamping and unclamping 
comprises: 

the selected one of the data storage devices with 
said jaws closed from the operative position 
towards the retrievable position; and 

(e) means for driving said carriage means. 
(a) a pick head having a pair of openable and close- 5 

able jaws for picking the selected one of the data 
storage devices, and having a cam follower; 

22. Apparatus according to claim 21 wherein said 
picker means for releasably clamping and unclamping 
further comprises a stripping device for stripping the 
selected one of the data storage devices from said jaws 
in the operative position as said jaws are opened. 

(b) carriage means for carrying said pick head be
tween the retrievable position and the operative 
position; 

(c) a first pick cam having a pick cam surface for 
opening and closing said jaws, said cam follower 
following said pick cam surface near the retriev
able position to open said jaws about the selected 
one of the data storage devices and then to close 
said jaws and pick the selected one of the data 
storage devices in the retrievable position, said cam 
follower bypassing said pick cam surface after 
picking the selected one of the data storage devices 
and while moving towards the operative position; 

(d) a second release cam having a release cam surface 
for opening and closing said jaws, said cam fol
lower following said release cam surface near the 
operative position to open said jaws and release the 
selected one of the data storage devices in the oper
ative position and then to close said jaws, said cam 
follower bypassing said release cam surface to push 

10 .23. Apparatus according to claim 21 wherein said 
carriage means comprises means for releasably securing 
the selected one of the data storage devices in the opera
tive position. 

24. Apparatus according to claim 20 wherein said 
15 means for storing comprises a pack having a groove and 

a detent biased into said groove to hold the plurality of 
data storage devices in said pack and to force the se
lected one of the data storage devices into the retriev
able position in response to said picker means for releas-

20 ably clamping and unclamping being near the retriev
able position. 

25. Apparatus according to claim 20 wherein said 
means for storing comprises a pack having a cut-out, 
said picker means for releasably clamping and unclamp-

25 ing being movable into said cut-out to pick and retrieve 
the selected one of the data storage devices. 
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